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Periódico Liberal e Independiente, Del Pueblo, Para el Pueblo, y por el Pueblo.

Procedimientos del
Cuerpo de Comisionados.
CONTINÚA.
El Cnerpo ahora prosigue en
hacer el apersonamiento como

$96, 00
431, 55
1ÍH, 00
II. Romero
10, 00
A.
Chacon
M.
1ÍH),
00
A. Gusdorf
400, 00
T. M. y Gonzáles
100, 00
Domínguez
L.
00
190,
E. C. Abbott
De los cuales so pagaron el 4o por
ciento y bonos fueron girados co-G. F.
"'

F. Trujillo

$38, 40
253, 80

70,00

II. Homero

76, 00
M. A. Chacon
u
70, 00
A. Gusdorf
00
100,
"
T. M.yGonzálea
00
76,
"
L. Domínguez
70, 00
E. O. Abbott
se
Comisionados
da
La Crto
2
de
día
prorrogo' hasta el Lunes
Enero 1905 á las 9 a. tu.
Iliginto Romero, Press.
A. Gusdorf y M. A. Chacón
Comisionados.
Testifico
Tomás M. y Gonzales
Secretario.
SESIÓN DEL DÍ A 2 do Enero.
Taos N. M 2 do Enero 1005.
El Cuerpo do Comisionados se
reunió 'según su prórroga del saba-ddía 31 de Die. 1001, estáudo
presentes, Iligiuio Homero, Pres.
M. A. Chacon y A. Gnsdorf, Comisionados, Tomás M. y Gonzáles,
Secretario.
anteriores
Loa procedimientos
fueron leídos y aprobados.
REPORTE DEL TESORERO.
Certificados do venta y Reden
cidn $91, 90
85, 53
1002
Colectaciones por
1903 340, 11
" 1004 758, 54
"
to
Comisionados
de
El Cuerpo
linó un receso hasta la una do la
o

tarde.
SESIÓN DE LA TARDÉ?
los miembros presentes.
Licencias coletadas de los licores

fodos

y juegos 804, 00
u de mercancías 128, 75
10, 00
Hultaa

"

Total
$9,384,83
Divididos como sigue :
3, 441, 75
Territorio
Fondo Gen'al. de Co. 1, 171, 13
" de Escuelas 813, 24
1318, 79
Interes
1080, 20
Fondo de Córtes
210,02
Caminos
80
213,
C. II. Repairs
13, 54
Publicación 1901
1902--

7,71

3
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"
11
u

Reas Comisión
Assessor's Com 1900

"

2, 40
256, 00

.128,00

a 15

'

"34

75, C0

a

debeá
T. P. Martin
F. Trujillo
8

I Martin

12
14
16
18
20
22
25
20
31

408, 00
0555, 25
49, 00
19, 25
20, 45
92, 77
151, 70
85, 00
60, 00
40, 00
150, 50
101, 00
237, 94
48, 10
54, 55
10, 00
120, 0

Interes de cupones
Distrito no. 1

gne:

T.

19, 57

Asosorea

si-

64, 00
128 00
340, 10
15, 50

1901-- 2

2,60

1903-- 4

185,93

$9384, 83
Total
Ahora el Tesorero presenta los
siguientes bouos para su cancela- Fondo General
" de Escuelas
" " Cortes
Reparos de Corto
Caminos
Publicaciones

137, 20
182, 25
13, 15
91, 95
17, 05

3
i

5

"

0
7

" 10

"

"
"
"

$3188, 72
Ahora viene Daniel Cisneros y
presenta sus lianzas, como Superiu
tendente dé Escuelas por el condado da Taos y con los siguientes
Malaquías Martínez 750, 00
Eleonor
Trujillo, 500,00
pesos,
sos, T. P. Martin, 750, 00 pesos.
Las mismas fueron aprobadas y
Daniel Cisoeros juramentado.
Antonio Jose" Arellano, se presentó diciendo que las ovejas que
están tasadas á Erineo Galves son
tasadas y están tasadas á él y las
mismas quedaron puestas al dicho
Eri neo Gal ves.
Silviano Lucero presentó sus
fianzas como Alguacil mayor, con
los siguientes fiadores: Julian A.
Martínez, 1700, 00 pesos, Julio
Gonzáles, 500, 00 pesos, Ouésimo
G. Martínez 800, 00 pesos.
Ahora de nuevo viene Silviano
Lucero y presenta su fiauza como
CoAlguacil mayor y
lector de licencias de Juegos y Licores firmada por él y la compañía
nacional, scxity company dk hew
voek, por la suma de $5000, 00.
La hon. Córte de Comisionados
so prorrogó hasta mafiana día 3 de
Enero 1905 á las 10, a. m.

p

Ex-Ofi-

por el hon. cuerpo de Comisiona-- 1
dos y el dicho Manuel García, fué
juramentado para el oficio de Juez
de Pruebas.
Ahora viene Tomás Rivera y
presenta su fianza como Asesor del
condado de Taos, con los Biguien-tefiadores: Demetrio Santistevan
700 pesos Juan D. Romero 200
pesos, Lorenzo Basquez 100 pesos,
Pedro A. Bernal 400 pesos Severi-nMartínez 300 pesos, P.R. Trujillo 200 pesos, Juan B. Vigil 100
pesos, y las mismas fueron
y el dicho Tomás Rivera fué
juramentado para tal oficio.
Por cairaa de nial entendidas las
partea de la contesta, no compare
cieron
La causa de Epimenio D. Leon
en contra de Juan G. Martínez fué
propueata para el día 4 de Enero
1905.
Ahora viene el hon. Ramon Sán
chez y presenta las siguientes cé
dulas de José D. Medina y le re
baja 235, 00 pesos de propiedad
personal, por razón que su residen
cia es en el condado de Mora y no
habrá exención y pagará por la su
ma de 115, 00 posos do propiedad
raíz también de JJaniel Medina, y
se le rebaja 370, 00 de propiedad
personal, por razón que su residen
cia es en el condado de Mora y no
habrá exención y pagará por la bu
ma de 125, 00 pesos de propiedad
s

o

apro--bada- s

raiz

El Cuerpo ordenó que los libros
de matrícula para la elección de

Jueces de Paz y Condestables,
sean mandados por correo inmedia
tamento. No so mandáron cajas
de boletos por causa de contesta.
La Córte se prorrogó hasta mañana, día 4 de Enero 1905.
(Continuará en el próximo número)
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SESIÓN DEL DÍA 3.

Asesinato

todia del preso á la cárcel de con
dado, nos informa, que la víctima
Charlea Purdy reclamaba de John
Conlay desde algunos días $200, 00
que éste le debía y quién le entre
tenía el dinero diciéndole que el
Banco no había mandado el cheke.
Parece ser que la víctima pnrdy
ULTIMAS NOVEDADES EN TODOS LOS ARTICULOS
había escrito al Banco preguntando si habían remitido el dinero y DE ESTA TEMTOllADA.
habiendo contestado el Banco que
De ahora en adelante estaremos recibiendo nuestros efectos de Pri
el dinero hadía sido remitido en el
y Verano y siendo menester de hacer lugar ofrecemos todos
mavera
nombre de John Conlay, éste se
íuestros efectos de Invierno a costo y flete.
cercioró de que Mr. Conlay no deCuerpos de lana, de terciopelo, de lanilla.
cía la verdad y por lo que parece
Monteras, tápalos de lana, capas levas de señoras y niSos, Ropa de
tuviéron alguna dificultad en la
abrigo, Medias de lana, Cortes de enaguas, todo al costo.
misma plaza de Questa sobre éste
Nuestro surtido de abarrotea esta completo a precios al tanto de cu
asunto.
alquiera otra casa en el valle. Tenemos Frijol mejicano de Costilla y
Muchos creen que el asunto se San Luis Colo, el único lugar donde se encuentra en el valle.
volvió á repetir en el lugar del tra
Tenemos una linea completa de medicinas para todas enfermedades.
bajo ó sea en el campo minero del
En tío; llevamos el mas selecto surtido en el valle de Taos todo escojldo
canon de Guadalupe, después de con gusto exquisito.
haber tomado la comida en dicho
SECCION DE SASTRERIA-Trajeconfeccionados pora caballeros y niños, l'ardeíus, gabanes,
día y parece ser hubo aún entre
Mackferians, sueros. Sombreros para señoras y niñas, de algwlon y
ámbos, pelea á fuerza física, por
Ruana.
Sombreros para caballeros y diííos.
trae
en
cuanto la víctima Purdy
Zapatería,
Sombrerería, Géneros de punto, y Sombrillas, Comisen,
su cara señales de rasguños.
perfumería,
Bisutería, guantería, Joyería, Reloleiia, Efectos de
mercería,
Purdy fue hallado muerto dentro
losa,
ISaeritorio,
cristal
y porcelana, juguetes y artículos de piel. Muebles
de su carpa y tiene un balazo de
le todas clases, objetos para regalo.
pistola calibre 38 en el hueso fronTambién nos ha llegado un gran surtido de abnratos finos y corrientes.
tal y otro abajo la quijada derecha.
antes de ir com- a,
Se supone también, según nos in
prar en otra parte. Gran baratillojgrf
forma el señor Herrera, que el joven Green Redding oyó desde lejos el disparo de arma de fuego y
acudiendo al lugar de la escena
montado a caballo, este llego allí y
amarro el caballlo en un árbol y an
tes que llegara a mirar el homicidio de dentro la carpa, fue muerto
por dos disparos con la misma arma:
Se supone que Redding fue muerto
para que no descubriera el crimen.
Esto son simplemente rumores
que circulan sobre el doble homicidio
El asesino fue aprehendido en
Red River por el diputado alguacil
señor Pedro Barela, nombrado por
el Juez de Questa, hon. Francisco
Estamos recibiendo ya el surtido de Primavera
B. Rael, quienes merecen crédito
Heclbt-- i
y vendemos desde hoy, los efectos de Invierno al
por su actividad en la aprehensión Zapato
moajfllor
costo
puro
Itlarca
del asesino.
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Sucesores de Alex Gusdorf
Tas New Mexico.
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Sobretodos,
Charles Purdy era un americano
fcJ
,
loadla.
j
tleman.
Guade
Canon
En
nos, ios vtnucmut tt lu.hu.
de unos 70 años de edad, quien se
i
hallaba ocupado en ese mineral, ba
j
i'"'i"
dalupe en Taos.
""Ja Hemos ro
Compra; pivaaie)m!irrtiiii-tfl.:fe
jo las ordenes de Conlay. Green
los Cortes de H
al
costo,
puro
vendemos
También
moa a pu
cibldo
JOUX C'WNLAT DIO MUERTE EL Redding es hijo del honrado y bien
Lana, Lanillas y Géneros, sombreros de señoras y f
ro dinero I
U,0Ú0
JLUNKH A CHAKI.FS PI'ltDY
S
Mr.
E.
Red
ciudadano
conocido
señoritas, tápalos de Invierno.
Cuorog y
Y VREGBf KEDIIMU
bra de
ding de Questa, uno de los primeDE VENTA.
Salea.
frijol Meros americanos que vinieron al pais
Vengan todos a convencerse.
se hallaba ocupa
xicano.
Á eso de las 10 de la mañana, y en la actualidad
do en ese mismo mineral. Green
sorprendió en grán manera á los
Redding tenia solamente 19 años
OTIGAN UP, VEMAS UUSVEMAU TUÜÜS.KV
concurrentes á la plaza de Fernan
de edad.
MUEBLES PARA CASA. BATERIA DE COCINA, LOZA
dez de Taos, al hecho de que núes
ARTICULOS DE VIAJE Y
EL ASESÍNO.
CRISTAL Y PORCELANA.
tro Alguacil mayor, hon. Silviano
El asesino es un americano de SPORT. PERFUMERIA PRENDAS Y RELOJES. UTENSILI
Lucero, acompañado de varios di
unos 42 años de edad alto y bien
'LABRANZA. ESTUFAS DE TODOS PRECIOS,
putados alguaciles, traía montado
formado de carnes, pesando unas OS DE
con
en un caballo v enmanillado
COSER.
250 libras. Es hombre que estaba MAQUINAS DE
esposas á Mr. John Conlayde Red bien acomodado y según informa
River, éste condado, á quién once dones, el estaba como mayordomo
Zapatería fina. Objetos de Escritorio, Carruajes,
rró en la cárcel del condado.
y inanejadar de ese mineral, por

El

Taos, N. M. 4 de Enero 1905.
El Cuerpo de Comisionados se
reunió según su prórroga. Miem.
broa presentes, Iliginio Romero,
presidente, M. A. Chacon y A.
Gnsdorf Comisionados y Tomá3
M. y Gonzáles, Secretario.
Los procedimientos
anteriores
fueron leídos y aprobados.
Ahora viene Manuel García, co
mo J uez de Pruebas del condado
de Taos y presenta bus fianzas fir
madas por
y LA DNITED STATES
FEDEL1TY AND GUARANTY CO., de Bal
UNA ENTREVISTA CON EL I'EESO.
tutiore Md. por la suma de 5000,00
En una entrevista que túvo el
pesos, y la misma fue" aprobada editor de éste
periódico con el pre
por el Cuerpo de Comisionados y so John Conlay, nna hora después
dicho Manuel García fué juramen- del
encarcelamiento, este nes dijo;
tado para el oficio do Juez de Prn.
que á eso de la una de la tarde, del
ebaa.
lúnes día 10 de éste se dirigía él á
La Córte tomó un receso hasta
bu campo minero, situado en el ca
1
1 de k tarde.
non de Guadalupe, cita áuuas tres
SESIÓN DE LA TARDE.
millas de Questa, y que al llegar
El Cuerpo de Comisionados bo allí, las dos víctimas Purdyy Red
reunió según bu prórroga. Miem- ding, en estado de embriaguez le
bros presentes: II. Romero, Presi- anifcuazáron con achas y otras ardente, M. A. Chacon y A. Gusdorf mas, é insistiendo dejarlo llegar
Comisionados; Tomás M. y Gon- en el campo minero Y tomando
záles, Secretario.
por momentos más seriedad el asun
Los procedimientos
anteriores to, se vió obligado en defensa profueron leídos y aprobados.
pia usar su arma y dispararla conAhora viene Manuel García co- tra sus contrincantes á quienes demo Juez do Pruebas del condado jó tendidos para siempre.
de Taos y presenta sus fianzas firANTECEDENTES.
madas por él y la United States FiDon Juan N. Herrera de Quesdelity and Guaranty Co. de Baltita, quién entendemos fuá uno do
more, Md., por la suma de 5000,00 los
diputados alguaciles en la cus- pesos, y la misma fué aprobad
1

De A G Muller.

-

1

1

,

li-

I

Mr. Paxton

El primer día que fue encarcelado, comió bien y parecía estar muy
tranquilo como si nada hubiera he
cho, pidió al editor de este period i
co, algunos recientes periódicos
que leer y los que le fueron serví
dos. Durante el día de ayer y hoy
sábado, su semblante ha cambiado
y parece reflexionar y darse cuenta
de lo que hizo. Su apetencia du
rante el dia de hoy, ha sido muy
poca

ARRUINO SU HERMOSURA
Harriet Howard de 209 VV. 34 st
Nueva York en un tiempo tuvo arr
uinada su hermosura con males de
tos; elia escribe: Yo tenia flema sa
lada o ezema por años pero nada
podia curarla hasta qne yo use la
Salvia Arnica Bucklens. Una pron
ta y segura sanativa para cortadas
quemaduras, y llagas. Troció 25 Cts
De venta por todos los boticarios.

Etc, Etc, Etc.

COMPRAMOS A PÜ
RO DINERO TODA
CLASE DE PIELES
OE ANIMALES.

ROPAS DE ABRI
GO Y ENAGUAS UL
TIMA NOVEDAD.

para hombre y mujeres desde 25 cts para
arriba. Vestidos de hombre desde $ 3- 00 para arriba- Para dar lugar a, los efectos de INVIEBNO que
Camisas

-

estamos recibiendo todos los dias, vendemos los efectos
de VJ2RANO abajo de costo, como sonlcuerpos, muselinas, sombreros de Verano enaguas, etc, etc-

Bond. Gusdorf McCarthy
Co.

jgr
0. AIL

JT ine
AT THIS OFFICE

Un agradadle movimiento de los es"
tantinos sin ningún efecto desagrada
die, es producido qor las tadletas de
Chamderlains para el estomago y el
hígado
De venta por todos los Boticarios

LA REVISTA DE TAOS
AN DIAOS CRESSET
jOSK MCNTANER,

Editor arid Prop

Col. Grcone declares that he lost
Ji.iíOi'. 0,0 hi less than a week. Who

got it?

Saxony's new king is very hard up.
ji)y $S87,500 a year, with six
young children to support
Ho has

war correspondent says many of
the Japanese private soldiers are nutty. All of them seem to be tough
nutty.
A

Pepper Is reported to be selling for
$3 h pound in the Klondike. Tne natives are pro'eably
sneezing.

not

doing

any

H. H. Rogers Is In a position to
prove that it is a mistake to suppose
that a man who has $75,000,000 can do

as he pleases.
Tom O'Brien, king of ine gold trick
men, died the other day in a French
prison. The queen of the tribe Is tn
jail at Cleveland.

It will be remembered that those
persons who tried to have fun with
young Gould's celebrated grandparent
generally came to grief.
An Ohio burglar remained concealed under a piano while a girl, played
for an hour. He was punished enough
and ought to be turned loose.

People in large towns live three and
a half years longer than people in the
country. But If they live so much
faster where is the advantage?
"Shall women run push carts?" asks
a New York paper. If women must
operate push carta, perhaps they
should be limited to pushing them.
Countess CassinI, the daughter of
the Russian ambassador, has been poisoned by something she has eaten,
but a Japanese plot is not suspected.
Mr. Morgan showed poor Judgment
in paying $G,000 for the oldest piano
In the world. He could have got one
every bit as bad for a great deal less
money.

Arthur Sawtelle of Oakland, Me., is
years old and has just been shot
accidentally for the fifth time. One
by
might think he would be gun-shthis time.
20

y

The Moscow zemstvo has decided
to quit and go home. It's a wise
zemstvo that knows when there's no
r.se hanging around and running up
board bills.
Harvard may not win very often at
football or rowing, but when it comes
to chess, it is Harvard, Princeton, Columbia, Yale. Now for the ping-ponchampionship.
g

Cattle Valuations Reduced.
A Santa Fe dispatch says: After an
scission with the Territorial
Board of Equalization, President McGreat Cattle P.anch,
Donald and Secretary Barnes of the
A Kansas City paper says:
A. E. Cattle Growers' Association obtained
Kimball of Hachita, New Mexico, man- a reduction in values of cattle in the
ager of the
Cattle territory from $10 and $12 per head to
Company's ranch, one of the largest $9 and ?10.
All cattle ttVove the 33th parallel
cattle outfits in. that territory, was
in the Kansas City market last will be taken at the $10 rate and all
week with twenty-threcarloads of below at $9.
Mr. Barnes made' a strong fight to
steers. This company, which located
in Grant county two years ago, now have it taken at a uniform rate all
owns 2,500,000 acres of land, lying over the territory, but could noton-vinc- e
the gentlemen of the board that
alongside or the Old Mexico line. The
paralranch is ISO miles in length and is the cattle below the thirty-fiftabout half fenced and is being im- lel were as valuable as those abo'e.
proved right along. F. J. Hagenbarth, The main argument made by the mema member of the firm. Is the president, bers in favor of a double standard was
of the National Live Stock Association that the cattle raisers in the northern
and is one of the most prominent cat- portion of the territory had a big adby betlemen In the West. Since coming into vantage over those in the south off
in
possession of this vast stretch of land ing fully that much better
the company has put .up 200 miles of freight rates, owing to being nearer to
barued wire fence. It uses cedar posts market.
Mr. Barnes was able to prove that
and four wires, and during the coming
year expects to put up 140 miles of Chavez county had herds of cattle just
Just as well bred, as had
this fence. The run from the loading as valuable,any
other northern county.
place to this market is about 1,200 Colfax or
that the difference
miles and requires a whole week to He also maintained
nothing like $1
make the trip. This was the first in freight rates was
tiew
shipment the company has made to the per head in favor of northern
However, the double standMexico.
Kansas City market.
adhered to.
"That is strictly a cattle company," ardThewascontention
of the gentlemen
says Mr. Kimball, "and will no doubt
was for an $8 a head rate, and Presiof
nature
to
owing
the
such,
remain
dent McDonald presented the condithe climate. We have a dry spell in tions
governing the cattle business in
is
year,
that
and
the spring of the
and the present market
territory
the
out,
as thev
what keeps the sheep men
support
of this value in
in
conditions
cannot stand dry weather and a short- a most able and logical way.
age of grass just at the lambing time.
The reduction, while not all the cow
A year ago we bought our Urst carmen
asked for. will be a material aid
load of registered bulls, a.'il during to them, as it cuts down the tax on
the next year we expect to put in every cow in the territory just about
about 300 registered heifers and some 7 cents per head, based on an average
more bulls, as it Is our intention to of 3 assesment all over the territory.
breed up and improve our herds as
fast as possible. We are also making
Sugar Beets In New Mexico.
improvements on the ranch by establishing water tanks and windmills and
five years of experimenting,
After
That is our way of the Department of Agriculture conboring wells.
we
as
watering the ranch, and so far
firms a previous statement that clihave gone we have a splendid water matic, conditions such as obtain at
We brand twice a year in Santa Fe are most conducive to sugar
supply.
that country, April and November, beet culture. The experiments proved
about twice a year. We that sunshine as well as a low average
and round-uintend to market cur cattle but once temperature during June, July and
a year, taking December as the most August assure the best results. The
favorable month to move them. At average temperature
during those
the present time the stock is in good three months should not exceed sevshape and we expect to winter 10,000 enty degrees. Above that figure the
head of cattle."
richness of the beets constantly diminishes. The average temperature during the summer months at Santa Fe Js
Indians Go to Washington.
lower than at most other points In
A Santa Fe dispatch of January 13th the Southwest and is considerably bepersivys: Clinton J. Crandall, superin- low seventy degrees, whilo in theevery
tendent of the United States Indian In- centage of sunshine it leads
The
dustrial school, left this morning for other town in the United States.
between
Washington in charge of a delegation 200 bquare rlles of mesaprove
Ideal
of Indians from the various pueblos in Santa Fe and Lamy should water can
beet land as soon as
the territory, which will appear before sugar
be put upon them, and recent experithe secretary of the interior and the ments
in pumping at other points have
into
affairs,
Indian
commissioner of
that water can be put
demonstrated
Conupon
urge
to
duce these officials
upon
land
under conditions sujh
arid
exempta
gress the enactment of law
and
around Santa Fe at
as
at
exist
ing the property of the Pueblo Indians from twenty to sixty
cents per acre
in this territory from taxation.
per irrigation. The man . who will
Under the decisions of the United take up 160 acres of this land and
States and Territorial Supreme Courts prove in a systematic and scientific
the Pueblo Indians are citizens and way that this is true, will be a great
entitled to all the rights and privileges benefactor whose work would confer a
as such, and, as a result, their prop-er- t greater benefit upon this city and surof all kinds is subject to taxation. roundings than the building of a railThe Indians, however, do not care to road, or the founding of a sanitarium,
exercise their rights and privileges as
Santa Fe New Mexican.
citizens of the United States and
exbe
they
should
therefore claim that
Mummy Found In Coal.
empt from taxation, The following are
in the party:
A wonderful freak of nature was unPablo Abeytia, vice governor of the earthed
in a car of coal sent to
Isleta Pueblo; John Chaves, governor the Roswell Wool and Hide Company
of the Laguna Pueblo; Jesus Medina, of this city by the Colorado Fuel and
of the Zia Pueblo; Pla- Iron Company, says a Roswell discido Quintana, governor of the
patch.
Pueblo; Ventura Romero,
The remains of some prehistoric anLorenzo
Pueblo;
of the Taos
imal were found imbedded in a round
Bautisto
Juan
Taos;
Martinez, also of
coal weighing forty-onlump
of
of the San Juan pounds. The tail of the animal was
Talache,
of
governor
Pueblo; Ambrosio Martin,
sticking out of one side and. one leg
the San Juan Pueblo; Jesus Naranjo, and part of a shoulder out of the
of the Santa Clara Pueblo; other. The head had rotted off and
Manuel Bargo, governor of the Picuris the balance of the carcass was as dry
Pueblo; Harvey Townsend, governor as a bone.
of the San Felipe Pueblo.
The fur on the front part of the body
Samuel Eldodt, who for thirty was soft, fluffy and white. The fur of
years has lived in the San Juan Pu- the tail was jet black.. The body reeblo a fluent speaker of Spanish, who sembles that of a house cat and in the
understands several of the Indian dia- round lump of coal measures nineteen
lects, went with the party as inter- inches In length. The curiosity was on
preter. The Indians were dressed just exhibition this afternoon at the local
as they are at home, some wearing In- office of the company and was viewed
dian dress and some wearing blankets, by hundreds of citizens.
It will be
leggins and moccasins. The party ex- sent to the Smithsonian Institute at
pects to be absent about two weeks.
Washington.
The lump of coal came from .the
Washbn district and the Pictou mines.
Albuquerque Eastern.
Bad Railroad Wreck.
The morning Journal is advised on
grading
first
the
Three men were killed and several
good authority that
head-ocollision
camp of the Albuquerque Eastern persons injured In a
Limited
California
eastbound
between
Sandia
railroad on this side of the
No. 4 on the Santa Fe and a westbound
mountains will be established near the freight train at Tipton, New Mexico,
grounds of the Albuquerque Indian on the morning of January 12th. The
(January dead are:
or
School
Fireman O. Gruenberg of Raton; a
3rd), from which work will be pushed
on the grade toward Tijeras canon. It new man on the extra list.
Fireman A. M. Cochran, running
was announced some weeks ago that
Raton;' home at Melyin, Kansas,
the camp would be moved into this from was
the scraps of
side of the hills the first of the year, who ir.glne.found beneath
as as soon as the work on the line to his
Phil Freinensehetner of Chicago,
the Hagan coal fields should be comof the flyer complete, and It now seems that the prom- who was in charge
was reduced to
ise is to be fulfilled. The grading from partment car, which
the city to the canon will be compara- kindling.
The Injured:
tively light work and will probably
Engineer F. G. Boomer of Las Vegas
be finished In quick time. It is not
the freight, badly cut on head.
known definitely when track laying of Engineer
Allison, internally and bad
will begin out of Moriarity, but it is
head.
on
but
near
be
will
the
in
this
that
believed
future. The grading camp which will
At Las Vegas on the 9th inst. Robbe moved here this week Is the outfit ert Stanley and John Scott were hound
working
several
for
which has been
over to the grand) jury by United
weeks out of Moriarity.
States Commissioner Bunker on the
ou
work
pushing
of
This sign of the
charge
of making and passing counencourmost
is
the
the new railroad
NicVels, quarters and
coins.
terfeit
some
aging Albuquerque has had for
spurious make were
of
dollars
half
time. Taken with the announcement
men
and they were obon
the
found
exthat the Santa Fe Central is to be
money into slot
bad
putting
served
l,
tended soon from Torrance to
it would seem to point to close machines.
members of the
Of the twenty-fou- r
connections for this city with all parts
of New Mexico before the end of 1905. Legislative Council, the following are
Albuquerque Journal.
natives of New Mexico: Maximinio
Duran, Los Pinos; Jose, Amado LuEspañola; J. G. Martinez, Taos;
The Milwaukee and New Mexico cero.
Nestor
Cristoval Sanchez, Ocate;
Mining Company has filed IncorporaGriego and Pablo Vigil, San Miguel
tion papers at Santa Fe, the incorpo- county; Cornelio Sandoval. Sandoval;
rators being John Dibblnk,, James E. Seferlno Crollott, Albuquerque;
Myrabel, San Rafael; Florencio
Drought, T. H. Curtis, Adam Kaufm'an
of Las Cruces; R. L. Baca of
Luna
who
Woest,
are
also the
and Charles
Santa Fe; Roman Sandoval, Cerrillos.
directors. The capitalization Is $5,000 Of this number eight speak, read and
and the headquarters Milwaukee, Wis- write the Er.glish language and the
consin, while the New Mexico place of other four understand it more or less,
business is at Tres Piedras, Rio Ar- but could not get along in legislative
riba county, Richard Cole being the business without the services of an interpreter. Santa Fe New Mexican.
New Mexico agent.
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Heavy Snowfall.
A Santa Fe dispatch
of January
lfllh, says: AH night and all day today New Mexico was blessed with a
deep fall of snow and drizzling rain,
that is cf vast benefit to the range. At
Santa Fe, four inches of snow, at Albuquerque five inches, at Tres Piedras
eight inches, at Torrance two inches
had fallen by this evening and the
precipitation had not ceased. The precipitation thus far this year is unprecedented in the weather bureau annals and means a very prosperous
year for stockmen and farmers.
On the same date the following report came from Las Vegas: The first
snow storm of the winter began in
Las Vegas last night and by 6 o'clock
this evening ten inches had fallen.
The storm extended with Increased
strength into the mountain regions
and northward and southward for hundreds of miles. All snow records have
been broken in this city this winter.
Already nearly thirty inches has
filien. The highest record for years
!ias been fifteen inches.
An Albuquerque dispatch says: Central New Mexico and especially the
Rio Grande valley Í3 covered with half
a dozen inches of snow on the level,
while several feet of snow is reported
to have fallen in the mountains. Word
from out west is to
received
the effect that the snow was the heaviest last night in the vicinity oí
Gallup, known for many years.
A Las Vegas dispatch of January
10th says: Jose Albino Baca, one of
the few Spanish dons of this section,
died
at the age of seventy-eigh- t
years. He was wealthy and well
known throughout the territory. Two
brothers were buried on the same day
a few months ago, and death now
over the only remaining
hovers
brother, Don Aniceto. One of the surviving daughters was the wife of the
Francisco Manzanlate
ares. The sons are among the wealthiest, stockmen of this region. Mr. Baca
died on the first anniversary of the
death of his wife.
says that
A Washington dispatch
Justice Bernard of the District Su
preme Court has denied the application for a writ of mandamus to compel the postmaster general to
the postoffice at Las Vegas,
The postoffice at Las Vegas was consolidated by the postmaster with that
at the adjoining city of East Las
Vegas as for the public interests and
his action is held not reviewable by
the courts.
The Bolles Live Stock Company has
filed incorporation papers at Santa Fe.
The incorporators are Richard J. Bolles, John S. Hunt and William O'Brien.
The capitalization is $80,000, and the
headquarters are at Colorado Springs,
with New Mexico offices at Carlsbad,
Eddv county, Edward Bryant of that
place being designated New Mexico
agent.
The directors: Richard J.
Bolles, Edward Bryant and William
O'Brien.
,
Col. Theodore W. Heman of Tucum-cariagent of the Quay Land Company
and department commander of the
Grand Army of the Republic, has been
appointed to the position of land,
townslte and right of way agent of
the Santa Fe Central Railway Company,
to-da- y
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It is not true that Arthur F. Duffey,
Eagle Carries Off a Fawn.
the sprinter, is going to Australia to
Ed. Elrage came in from his ranch
get points from the festive kangaroo.
Mule creek the first of the week,
on
Ha is going to show the "no fear" felsays
the Silver City Enterprise.
to
how
travel.
lows
Mr. Elrage tells of a strange sight
A town named Hohokus in New Jerhe saw while on a hunting trip with
sey has produced another Mrs. Chad-wic- Frank Davis to the head of "Muie
The village should petition the creek about a month ago. The two,
legislature for authority to change Its upon reaching the crest of a bill, saw,
about 500 yaids ahead of them, at the
name to Hocus Pocus.
foot of a gentle slope, a pair of deer
Hovering over the
A nude man on the top of a heap of with a young fawn.
eagles, which took
snow and armed with nothing but a trio were two large
at pouncing down upon
crow-ba- r
kept a dozen New York po- turns about
and pecking at it with their
fawn
the
bay
an
hour. He sharp bills in the hope, probably, of
for half
licemen at
must have been a cool one.
disabling it sufficiently to be able to
get away with it. In this, however,
Maine's official game record shows they met an able foe in the buck, who,
that 4,471 deer, moose and bears were with lowered horns made sally after
birds as they
ishot during the past season. The rest sallv at the sharp-beakeof the sport was furnished by six men swooped down upon the defenseless
fawn, but the buck was at a disadwho were mistaken for deer.
vantage in not possessing a pair of
tormentors of his
A pretty gin kissed Senator Cullom wings to pursue the
These tactics were kept up
the other day for saving her lover offspring.
for several minutes until the eagles,
from going to the Philippines. Does deeming that they had tired the buck
anybody wonder that a senatorship is sufficiently to be able to steal a march
considered such a desirable berth?
on him, one of them dropped down
quickly, over the fawn, grabbed it in
it ap- its talons and rising steadily in the
The Japanese art of
pears, is difficult of acquirement. It air made straight for a cliff about
cannot be learned in a few easy les- three miles distant. Elrage and Davis
sons or from a correspondence school, were spellbound for several seconds
being enacted
as cooking or the French language at the strange tragedy
before them, but recovering their
can.
they began firing at the
eagle, which at this time was a quarEnglish
an
visiting
finds
earl
A
ter of a mile away. None of the shots
American murder trial very interesttook effect and they had to be satising. It is good to find earls interestfied with watching the bird of prey
ed in other things in America than the bag its game andi carry It to itü lair
bank account of a marriageable young several miles distant.
Mr. Elrage vouches for the story
woman.
and says it was one of the most curiDown at Salem, Mass., a woman has ous sights it has ever been his fortune
often heard of eagles
sued for divorce because her husband to see. He had-game
in their talons to
carrying
their
kicked her with his wooden leg. He
but always replaces,
nesting
their
will no doubt set up the plea that he
the stories with a "grain of
ceived
couldn't stand on his wooden leg and salt." He will do so no more. The
kick her with the other.
fawn, he says, was about the size of
a full grown Newfoundland dog.
Dona Maria Francisco O'Reii'y de
Cámara, Countess of Buena Vista, Is
Arrested for Chaves Murder.
suing to recover the hereditary Havf January 10th
A Santa Fe dispatch
ana monopoly of slaughtering cattle.
was arrested
Cordova
Procopio
says:
great
a
hers would make
a name like
y
sign over a slaughter house.
as principal and Domingo Vales
as accomplice, at Pinos Wells, in the
A German court has decided that
murder of Colonel J. Franco Chaves
poker is not a game of chance. It
The arrests were
certainly isn't when an innocent last November.
Sheriff R. C. Huber
Deputy
by
made
stranger sits down to take a hand "in upon
the complaint of James C.
a friendly little game" operated by Chaves, adopted son of the deceased.
gentlemen who depend on it for a livYoung Chaves said: "I have suffing
icient facts at hand to satisfy me that
the men are guilty. Cordova has killed
It Is a pleasure to learn that all the a couple of men before this."
soldiers in the vicinity of Mukden now
have shoes. There are a great many
Norman Selby, known generally as
things funnier than going barefoot in Kid McCoy, contemplates making Ala country where snow and ice conspire buquerque his future headquarters.
to hide the green grass under about He says in a letter received there that
he may locate in Albuquerque. He
two feet of chilliness.
writes from Dayton, Ohio.
d
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FIERCE RAIDERS
BURN

JAPANESE

WAR

STORE3

Dash
Cossacks Make a Hundred-Mil- e
From Near Mukden and Harass Enemy's Rear.
St. Petersburg, Jan. 17. Cossacks
have dashed from the war front near
Mukden, down the west bank of the
Liao river nearly 100 miles to Ne.v
Chwang, the great seaport of Manchuwas
garrison
ria. The Japanese
driven out and the immense wijr
stores at Yin Kow, a suburb, were
burned. After cutting the Japanese
railway, the line of communication to
the front, the daring raiders withdrew
before a superior force and dashed
back to their base near Mukden. In
army circles this is looked upon as
one of the most daring raids In war
history.
A telegram from Slakhotan states
that General Mistchenko's raiding
force, learning that five Japanese battalions had appeared near Tashikiow,
returned northward and succeeded in
regaining the Russian lines. Their
losses were about 300 killed or
wounded, all the latter being brought
away.
General Kuropatkin, In a dispatch to
Emperor Nicholas reporting the Russian cavalry raids on January 10th and
11th says:
"The Japanese suffered heavily. The
Russian losses during these two days
were three officers killed and ten
wounded and fifteen soldiers killed and
forty-ninwounded."
The general adds that the cavalry
captured a quantity of stores and prisoners and says that the Japanese
stores at Yin Kow were ablaze for
nearly the whole night of January

Calls the Squirrel a Criminal.
to lake away for a"! time the,
character of the squirrel. He is a'
thief and a murderer. Admired by
ignorant city people and by journalists
he devotes his life to eating the eggs
and killing the young of harmless and
useful birds which, if permitted to live
and increase, would protect the forests from harmful insects. By killing
I wish

these birds the squirrel takes rank as
a forest destroyer. Moreover, the red
squirrel is not the only sinner. In my
opinion the gray is almost, if not quite,
as bad.
I have killed many squirrels caught,
in the act of eating eggs or youp
birds. Any bird that selects a nesting
place which is also adapted to the use
of squirrels is almost certain to be
ejected. When a forest has been destroyed by fires, lumbermen, or insects, it is almost impossible for natural reforesting to take place if squirrels are abundant in an adjoining
tract, because they eat the seeds. Fifty
seeds per head each day would be a,
Yet even this would!
low estimate.
make 18,250 in a year. And seeds are
not the only thing. In winter the
ground Is often stripped of buds by
squirrels. The trees attacked are generally situated at the border of a dense
forest and would, if left alone, yield
the greatest seed crop. A single squirrel thus destroys in one day thousands
of seeds in the germ. In Montana I
have seen the grays rob birds' nests.
Josef Brunner in Country Life io
,,

America.
CAUSE AND CURE
OF RHEUMATISM.

e

12th.

The text of General Kuropatkln's
dispatch follows:
"During the evening of January 10th
one and a half companies of Japanese
jnfantry and half a squadron of Japanese dragoons were defeated' with
great loss.
"On January 11th, a Japanese company and two squadrons, which were
occupying New Chwang, were driven
out by our Cossacks, who occupied the
place, and afterward' pursued the company, defeating it and inflicting heavy
loss. The same night our patrols damaged the railway line, telegraph
a train and two locomoline,
days
two
During
these
tives.
several
defeated
cavalry
our
small detachments and captured one
officer, fourteen soldiers and 600 carts
with stores. Our casualties were three
officers killed and1 ten wounded, and
fifteen soldiers killed and forty-nin- e
wounded.
"On January 12th our patrol damaged the railway six miles from Yin
Kow. On January 12th, at '3 p. m., a
Russian detachment reached Yin Kow.
Our artillery cannonaded the station,
set fire to the stores and later stormed
the station. The Japanese opened fire
with" rifles and machine guns and our
men' sought shelter in ditches and
again attacked until they reached the
railroad line, when a strong column of
Japanese infantry appeared, advancing from Tashikiow. Our forces, being
inferior, retired, carrying away nearly
all the killed and wounded. The
stores at Yin Kow were ablaze the
whole night."
'

Shown by numerous cures made by
Dodd's Kidney Pills. They cure the
Kidneys and the Rheumatism cures
Itself Remarkable case of Maggie
E. Deckert.
Eagle River, Wis., Jan. 16. (Special) That rheumatism is caused by
disordered kidneys is proved by the
cures Dodd's Kidney Pills are making
They
In every state in the Union.
cure the Kidneys and the Rheumatism
cures itself. A cure that has caused
deep interest in this neighborhood is
that of Maggie E. Deckert. In speaking of it she says:
"I had kidney trouble and rheumatism and was so lame I could not walk.
I could not sleep for I ached all over.
I was in a terrible state and firmly
believe that If I had not used Dodd's
Kidney Pills I would be dead. I took
nine boxes of them and they have
done me more good than all the other
medicines I ever took. Now my aches
are all gone, I can eat and sleep and
I want all the
I am feeling good.
world to know that Dodd's Kidney
Pills cured me."

Great Awakening Predicted.
That the golden age of religious enthusiasm and activity is about to
sweep over this country and that an
unequaled spiritual revival is to be ex
perienced, is the prediction made Dy
Rev. Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis, in a
sermon at Plymouth Church, Brooklyn.
"Society has passed through the era
of criticism and analysis and is now.
becoming creative," he said. "We have
been in a hothouse condition tor
tweny years. We have analyzed tne
Bible and dogmatized the Bible, and
have had heresy trials that were more
dangerous than Chicago fires, and we
have asked questions and answered
Popejoy Gains a Point.
them. We have passed from the old
Colorado Springs, Colo., Jan. 17.
thought that the world was created in
Leslie W. Popejoy, a local contractor, six days to the new thought that uod
f
who has brought suit to recover
Is making a new world every moment.
the value of the entire Stratton At length we understand that God is
estate, gained a point in the District not far off, that he is not to Interrupt
Court this afternoon, when Judge L. our laws with miracles, but that he itf
W. Cunningham overruled every ob- close to man and is living with him
jection raised by the estate's attor- all the time. All this is the result of
neys, including a motion to dismiss the science. We are at the beginning of
case, and ordered the estate to file an one or tne greatest, cnurcu-goiuepochs in all history."
answer within five days.
f
the esPopejoy eues for
tate, which he claims to be worth
A Million Butterflies.
$15,000,000, upon an alleged verbal
Walter Rothschild, Lord Rothschild's.
contract entered into years ago between himself and the late W. S. Strat- elder son, has in his enormous museum
ton. The case was compromised sev- at Tring Park, England, a collection or
eral years before Stratton's death, a Unore than l.uuu.uuu nuuermes, me
private collection in the world..
considerable sum of money being paid
PoDeiov at the time.
Besides butterflies it contains stuneu
In his amended complaint, ou file in specimens of a great number of rare
the District Court, Popejoy claims animals, including the great auk with
two eggs, valued at about $1,700 each;
that the late W. S. Stratton entered
into collusion with his (Popejoy'Ei at- a sable antelope, a Mongolian wild
torney, J. Maurice Finn, in order to horse, 160,000 specimens of birds, etc
The stories of extravagant prices paid
force a compromise upon misrepresentations; that his witnesses were bribed by Dothschild for rare butterflies are
and that the compromise was made commonlv made ud out of whole cloth.
without a true understanding of
by himself.
MIGHT HAVE SAVED IT
Popejoy's claim, when first filed with
the executors, was not allowed by A Lot of Trouble from Too Much
them, this action being confirmee by
Starchy Food.
the County Court. It is now in the
boy
A
of eight years whose-parentlittle
upon
appeal.
Court
District
did not feed him on the right,
kind of food, was always nervous and
Jailed for Election Frauds.
Buffered from a weak condition of the'
Denver, Jan. 17. Yesterday there stomach and bowels. Finally he was
of
more
to
list
the
were added three
taken down with appendicitis and
persons serving terms in the city aid after the operation the doctor, knowof
the
county jail for the violation
Intestinal digestion was
election laws on November 8th last, ing that hisput
him on Grape-Nutvery
weak,
and by so doing bringing themselves
into contempt of the Supreme Court. twlco a day.
He rapidly recovered and about two
Two others were given light fines and
one other was dismissed without fine months thereafter, his Father Btates,.
or sentence.
"He has grown to be strong, muscuFollowing are the cases acted on: lar, and sleeps soundly, weighs $2
Ward 9, Precinct 1: Guy W. Wheeler, pounds, and his whole system is in a
election judge, six months; C. B. fino condition of health." Name given,
Rueve, election judge, three months; by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
George W. Hubbard, election constaIt ia plain that if he had been put
ble, one month.
Grape-Nutat an earlier period in
on
Rowan,
5:
James
4,
Precinct
Ward
from the use of
kept
life,
and
his
B.
fine;
Charles
$25
election judge,
not digest, he nevcould
he
foods
that
fine;
judge,
$25
Mumford,
election
Eugene E. CummlngSv. Democratic er would have had appendicitis. That
committeeman and police officer, dis disease is caused by undigested food
decaying in the stomach and bowels,
charged.
causing irritation and making for the
growth of all kinds of microbes, setCommittee.
by
Joint
Contest
ting up a diseased condition which is
Denver. Jan. 17. The Republican the active cause of appendicitis, and
this morning says: At a joint caucus this is .nore marked with people who.
of Republican House and Senate memdo not properly digest white bread.
bers last evening it was decided to
Grape-Nutla made of the selected
against
Peabody
of
hear the contest
gubernatorial
seat
Adams for the
of the cooking at
through a committee from the two peculiar processes
is turned
branches of the Legislature, this com- the factory, all of the starcn
mittee's proceedings to be in the possession of the members every morning tlon and the more perfect nourishthrough printed reports. Attorneys and ment of all parts of the body, particupolitical representatives for Alva Ad- larly the brain and nerve centers.
ams, the contest.ee, announced on hearRead the little book, "The Road to
ing the decision of the caucus, that t
Wellville." fo.ind in etich pkg.
would not accept this.
,
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(Special Correspondence.)
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its Where the System Thrive.
Good men are the conscience of so- mighty hand to throttle a nefarious
The "padrone system" thrives much
business which has been thriving for more luxuriantly In certain Inland citciety. Samuel Smiles.
some years past under the very noses ies, especially Chicago and Pittsburg,
He who rebels against conscience of the authorities.. It is an old in than In New York. Dealers In the medustry, revived from time to time, tropolis forward the boys to the West
ruins character. Feuerbach.
and may be described as a system for as fast as they arrive, and, on delivery
We hardly find any persons of good utilizing the Immigration service for at their destinations, they are sorted
sense save those who agree with us. the virtual enslavement of multitudes out and bought and sold like any othof white children of foreign parentage. er merchandise.
"Push Don't Knock."
In some cases the
La Rochefoucauld.
line, and the storks make the journey gotten, and next morning the alligaTh scheme in question has long slave merchant, who does a western UPOn the donr T na-- n aiem- in twenty-fou- r
hours, thus traveling tor was dead.
I cried, "A motto! And it's mine!"
Dare to be true; nothing can need a been known as the "padrone system," trade, resides in New York and dis- A wiser thing I never saw
at the rate of 100 miles an hour tor
No Median or Persian law
Se; a fault which needs it most grows and, In simple terms, consists of an poses of the children, at so many Should
the whole distance. The storks which
Curious Devil Plant.
be more rigidly enforced
arrangement by which great numbers dollars apiece, wherever they may be Inan this,
two thereby. Herbert.
spend the summer in central Europe
from verbiage
Not many years ago, in the neighof little boys are purchased in Italy a demand for them. An Italian or Its logic's firm as any rockdivorced
and winter In central Africa travel borhood of Philadelphia, a plant of
'Push don't knock."
The charities that soothe and heal and Greece, and imported luto this Greek boy, of suitable age, is always a
with the same rapidity.
peculiar growth proved deadly to all
Twas simply meant to guide the hand
and bless are scattered at the feet of country to work as bootblacks, ped- marketable article.
ilnsect and vegetable life. Quite Inwno
2f,.lh,ose
wished
to
or
stand
sit
newspaper
dlers,
or
beggars,
venders,
The industry, however, bids fair to Within the unassuming
man like flowers. Wordsworth.
Nose, Nose, Who Nose.
nocent in appearance, this "devil
what not, under the taskmasters who lose much of its prosperity by reason This weight of ceremonydoor
that bore.
This is a good game to pass the plant," as it has been called, is of ten1 was ever meant to
or preach,
Love Is never lost. If not recipro- take from them all of their earnings, of the stringent measures for its sup Kut Just to place in teach
easy reach
time while the Impatient ones are der green, sprinkled with small red,
ear of him who dealt in stock
cated, it will flow back and soften and giving them only in return a wretched pression, which have been adopted 1 he "Push
waiting for Christmas dinner.
blossoms, which hold in
don't knock."
purify the heart. Washington Irving. subsistence, and often treating them recently by the immigration bureau.
All the children present can play. their heart a single drop of a liquid
cruelly. These children, after their Everything possible Is being done to But what a guide for life was that-StrThey stand in a long row, one behind which the sun cannot dispel and
philosophical, and pat;
It is as easy to call back a stone arrival in the "land of the free," are put a stop to it. Boys who arrive iifVS, safe a chart for you
and me
the other. The eyes of the one in which has a blighting power.
crulsin' o'er life's
sea:
thrown from the hand as to call back bought and sold with Just about as tagged for Pittsburg or Chicago are WliTla
are covered by the one behind,
A botanist who tasted this noxious
front
Push, always push, with restless
goal
view;
In
regard
much
feelings
or
for
their
especially under suspicion, and everj Don t knock avoid the hammer crew.
the word that is spoken. Menander.
by
clasping
both
over
hands
dew
found It to be of sickening sweetthem.
wishes as if they were dogs or cats.
Greek or Italian youngster who can- This rule will save you many a shock:
Then one of the other players creeps ness, without odor, and viscid like
"Push don't knock."
price
In
The
of
boy
a
small
southern
proGoodresolutions seldom fail of
softly out of place, tiptoes to the liquid gum. It soon raised a blister
When on that door I see the sign,
ducing some good in the mind from Italy or in Greece is from $25 to $50.
blinded leader, gently tweaks his on his tongue. Every Insect that
I say. "Great motto, you are mine!"
- obtained
bemay
they
Sometimes
for
which they spring. Charles Dickens.
No stronger sermon ever fell
nose, and sneaks back Into place.
comes near is paralyzed, and drops
as little as $10. Children are plentiful
From human lips; no sage could tell
Tho hothead youth more nearly how
eyes are released then dying on the cruel plant. Cattle
leader's
The
over
poverty
and
there,
the
stricken
To point alway his vessel's prow;
The greatest successes the world has
and he must walk up and down the which eat of it die in a few hours in
There are no wiser words in stock:
ever beheld have been at one time the parents are not unwilling to allow
"Push
don't
knock."
row
and try to find the one who agony from violent tetanus.
young
go
sons
their
to
a
to America
greatest Improbabilities. George
Baltimore American.
pulled his nose by studying the faces
Vegetation also is scorched and dewonderful country, where, as they
of all and picking out the one who stroyed by this insidious growth, the
have heard, wages are phenomenally
Signet Fad a Novel One.
leaves of which, under the microA new fad is the gathering of sig looks guilty.
It Is only a poor sort of happiness high and riches easily acquired. Passnets. The outfit to begin needs only
When he has decided, he must say, scope, show little mouths or suckers,
that could ever come by caring very age on the steamship will be paid, and
the cash received is so much bonus.
to consist of a dozen sticks of seal "Nose, Nose, Who Nose," and catch which sting the hand, leaving a dull
much about our narrow pleasures.
So the buyer collects a consignment
ing wax. Red, white, brown, gold, the suspected one by the nose. If he red mark like the wound of a scor-- .
George Eliot
of boya without much trouble. He
green and black will be the range has found the right one, he takes his plon. Pearson's Weekly.
or colors. A light wooden box to place in the row and the captured
When, .we are alone we have our prefers that they shall be not more
Esquimaux Houses.
keep the equipment In, a white taper player must go in front and have his
thoughts to watch; in our family our than nine or ten years of age, for
The winter houses of the Esquicut into several pieces to permit its nose tweaked in turn. But if he has
tempers, and in society our tongues. reasons which will presently appear.
maux are built half underground, of
The shipment of them is the only difInsertion into the box, a box of not picked the right one, the wrongHannah More.
ficulty, because they cannot be sent
matches and a stock of unruled white fully suspected player takes him by earth and stones. The walls are
writing paper complete the outfit. the nose and leads him back to his formed of alternate layers of stone
If we could read the secret history in a bunch, lest the suspicions of our
The
and sod, and are quite
The paper should be cut Into various original place.
of our enemies, we should find in each immigration authorities be aroused.
windows are made of seal mem
man's life sorrow and suffering enough They have to be sent over by ones and
twos, accompanying adults, to whom
brane, but are practically useless dur"The Vesper Rite."
o disarm all hostility. Longfellow.
they usually claim relationship, and It
Take half a dozen large potatoes ing the long winter. The entrance to
is necessary to coach them carefully
and cut them in half. Shape each these houses is by a long, narrow
A PAPER OF PINS.
Jn the answers they are to give to
tunnel, accessible only on all fours;
half into a candlestick by scooping
Watching Incoming Ships.
questions which are sure to be asked
out a round hole in tho small end, and formerly this tunnel afforded the
The spinster lies because she wants when they reach Ellis Island. If they not give satisfactory proof that he ha:
only ventilation to the house, while
making it large enough to hold a
to; the married woman because she fail In giving the proper replies, they near relations In this country ' ii
warmth, light and cooking were sup- o:
promptly
deported.
course
This
has to.
are liable to be sent back, and the procedure on the part of the govern
a
Place
in each of the
speculator loses the money he has ment Is costing the "padroni" mucl
potato candlesticks and pin around
A good many people seem to think Invested.
money, and great is the groaning anc
each candle a strip of paper on which
that charity should begin at some
gnashing of teeth thereat:
Is written one word indicating a trait
body else's home.
Buyirs Make Trips Abroad.
The department of commerce and
of character,
such as "modesty,"
The Importer of these human chatbashfulness," "vanity," etc.
An extra good hearted fellow is tels sometimes does his own buying, labor does everything in its power tc
Then form a magic ring with the
generally set down in polite circles making visits once or twice a year to protect the Immigrants. They numbei
about 1,000,000 per annum, at the prescandles
in the center of a dimly lightas a rather vulgar person.
Italy, or Greece, for that purpose. But, ent rate of admission, and the chiled room. The ring should be about
however this part of the business may dren represent an important fraction
three feet in diameter.
Peopla
who
haven't character be managed, the system on this side
Blindfold one of the players and
Making the Seals.
enough to make enemies generally of the water is always pretty much of the whole number. Two hundred
t
thousand of the aliens who landed on
haven't enough to make friends.
the same. The "padrone" (master) these shores during the fiscal year shapes such as squares, oval, ob- - have the center party join hands and
run three times around the lighted
who owns the boys by right of pur
June 30 were under 14 years o1 longs, etc., In sizes varying from one-- : candles.
The sale of- Joseph by his brothers chase, either rents them out to minor ended Sixty-fivto
half
Inch
a
couple
of
inches
in
e
age.
thousand were under
Then, leaving the blindfolded player
affords Biblical precedent for all sub bosses, at so much a head, or else
6 years, and 15,000 were tinder 3 years. length.
sequent commercial transactions.
puts them to work on his own account The babies In arms alone were a mul- - j Now you are ready for your quest. standing two feet from and facing the plied by a large oil lamp hung from
at peddling, blacking boots, or what tltudA . Pflrtiiftriv fnr th hBnflt rtf Ju8t keeD yur eyes open for the dis- ring, let the others fall back while a the roof. It may be Imagined that the
' The person who is able to make you
oí rlns
ever employment may offer the- best
watch charms chair is placed before her, and a fan interior atmosphere is almost, suffofr
A
is handed to her, and she Is told to cating to a
uncomfortable is your master. Jeal expectation of profit. In either, case these last the immigration bureau has cverf
..CUUB or
especially as
acquami- newly built a roof garden at Ellia
ousy Is a confession of inferiority.
fig" Or Symbol make three trials at fanning out the the floor is usually in a filthy condihe pays them their wages 60 cents Island whor tho Infanta on tholr ftnCeS. whlcl have
over
candles
the
back of the chair.
tion, remnants of food, animals, etc.,
or $1 a week and provides them with mothers are allowed to enjoy the cool
uPn them. You will be
After the third trial she must re- lying about. A bench or ledge at
Those who believe that the world meals and lodgings.
nuijiimcu io ra auw many curious
bay,
New
breezes
waitof
York
while
owes them a living should remember
seal rings and fobs you will find, and move the bandage from her eyes and one side serves as the common sofa,
As might be imagined, the board ing for permission to become
to
that a debt
hard
collect
without
is
when you come across those which examine the papers on the candles and sleeping-place- .
Skins line., the
accommodations
and
furnished
to
the
'
collateral security.
you
desire to begin your collection that are left burning, reading aloud walls, and flat stones make a comunfortunate little slaves are extremely
with, ask for permission to obtain the words which reveal her character. paratively level floor. The condition
Squashed Street Car Hog.
wretched. The food they get barely
If care is taken that no one ap- of the interior Is now sometimes mitAs a rule, nowadays in America at suffices to keep body and soul to
"Yes," said the trolley car conduc- your impression.
proaches the candles after they are igated by having an opening
any rate, people marry because, like gether,
tor,
done
This
by
many
queer
meditatively,
is
laying
piece
see
a
"we
of
commonly
in the
they
are
obliged
and
Sairey Gamp, they "feel so disposed.' to sleep on the floor, 25 or 30 of them sights in our travels about town. your writing paper on a solid, smooth lighted except the person managing roof. The illustration shows a bouse
Therefore if they get a bad bargain In a room. It is not surprising that There is no phase of human life that surface. A table Is the best support, the game and the one whose charac- in summer weather, with the roof;
ter is being tested, there will be no made of turf spread over driftwood,
rtey ought to make the bast of it.
their proprietors make money rapidly. does not manifest itself on our cars. Hold a lighted match to your
query makes me think of an in- - lng wax stick till it melts, then rub danger of skirts catching fire.
partially removed in order to air and
Many of the Italian banks In New
clean' the unsavory abode. People's
TURKISH PROVERBS.
York, Chicago and other cities are cident that happened lately. The car the sealing wax over the middle of
Affection of an Alligator.
Home Journal.
owned by men who were formerly was crowded with late shoppers, all the paper. Then wet the seal with
It seems that if you only begin
If you have to gather thorns do it "padroni," and some of them are still carrying bundles. Most of the pas-- the tongue so that it will not stick
early
enough It is possible to tame
sengers were women, yet all the men, to the burning wax; press it into the
by the stranger's hand.
Boy Kills a Mountain Lion.
in the business.
even the fiercest of animals. A baby
A boy by the name of John Demer-breau- x
If it be asked why the boys do not but one, were seated. That one was yielding mass a second or so, being alligator,
caught in a swamp, was
a burly fellow standing crosswise of careful to lift it straight up when
e
drew $20 out of the county
With patience your grapes become
") treasury yesterday. His warrant for
car, with elbows out, reading a moved, thus securing a clean cut taken to the home of its captor
sweet and the mulberry leaf satin.
paper. On both sides of him were edge. Kepeat the operation as many "C" AUin, ailU ILL CUUl StJ UI UmO H the money was the skin of a lion,
women, who were much disturbed times as you wish duplicates, for if would follow him about like a dog. which he brought to town with him.
:ii f ; í
:
v: H' i"
t ''
time the wise man gets mari
over his position. His right elbow it is a particularly fine signet you What was even more curious was
ried the fool has grown-uchildren.
The lion was killed on the Verde,
was jammed hard against one worn-- ' will have little trouble in trading that it and the cat became great near Fort McDowell, under
unusual
, Be not so severe
an's shoulder; and when the car your duplicate for others which you chums. When pussy slept before the circumstances. The boy was riding
that you are
alligator
fire
may
the
to
lay
not
procure
used
to
be able
lurched it hurt her. Finally, grabbing
except
its head along the river and saw the beast eatblamed for it, nor so gentle that you
on the cat and go to sleep too. The
the fellow by both arms, she swung by this means.
are trampled upon for it.
ing the carcass of a raccoon, which
''
'When you have enough to make a only creature that excited the alli- he had just killed. Demerbreaux was
him around straight with the remark:
"There! It you'll turn this way good showing, then comes the time gator was a fox chained in a yard. armed with a Ehotgun and he emptied
Give a swift horse to him who tells
you will have more room and every to mount your collection for exblbl- - It did not try to bite the fox, but both barrels Into the lion,
the truth, so that as soon as he has
killing
one else, too!' Now that's what I cal), tloD.. This is done to the best advan- - lashed It with its tail. Once, had the instantly. Old hunters and othersit
tolif't he may ride and escape. Centage by pasting the specimens on a chain not broken, poor Reynard familiar with the habits of
spunk." Brooklyn Eagle.
tury Magazine.
the mounstiff cardboard, say, 16 to 22 Inches would have been beaten to death. tain lion said that they had never
alligator
size,
you
Memory Method.
was fed on raw flesh heard of one doing such a trick beand if
in
combine your col- The
THE MILLCREEK PHILOSOPHER.
Association is the vital spring ol ors and sizes happily you mav and milk, of which it was very fond. fore. While the lion is frequently
memory, and anyone who analyzes his achieve quite a tasteful artistic effect When the weather was cold it was seen in the daytime, he is never seen
A soft answer isn't half as easy as
thought process may catch himself re and add an attractive, interesting
Kept m a box with wool in it. One eatine. Ha takes his ratals hv nlo-ha soft mark.
a thing by a series of allied nament to your room by framing the frosty night the wool had been for-Arizona Republican.
things. Many people have tried to group of signets and hanging them
Some men are born great and others
systematize association and arrange s on the wall.
to grate on you.
scientific memory method.
i
A mathematician hap. discovered a
Birds.
A bookkeeper must have a clear
most
interesting process for rememThere are certain species of ducks
head or he will not be able to keep his
bering dates. Suppose you have for that are given the credit by natural
Castle Garden and Harbor.
balance.
gotten the year of the Norman con- ists of being the fleetest of winged
run away from their masters, the quest.
the date of your birth creatures. Recently, however, it has
It's wonderful what strong arms a answer is simply that most of them and add Take
to it the number of the month been ascertained
that the learned
small boy can have, when he is a are so young as to need to be taken
when you were born. Multiply the men were in error and the stork is
jockey riding the favorite.
care of. Ignorant of our institutions result by the day of the month your found to far outstrip all denizens of
and language, they do not feel able to father was born. Square the result, the air in speed. After an exhaustive
A man who commits suicide is a look out for themselves amid
survey of the field it is now declared
the tur- Add six.
associa- moil of a city. So long as they remain
member of the
Now divide by the cube root of the that no living thing, not even a scared
tion. Cincinnati Commercial Tribune. with the "padrone," they are sure, at number of people in the United States, jack rabbit, can
travel with the speed
all events, of food to eat and a home
Forget the result, add 1066, and you displayed by such birds as the stork
HALF TRUTHS MADE WHOLE.
heaven save the mark to go to. If have the required date. Youth's Com-- , and tho Northern bluethroat.
Not
they took their affairs Into their own panion.
only do these birds fly with a speed
Friendship is a keen appreciation of hands they might starve; and, be1 that
:anhardly be conceived, but
benefactions.
sides, their owner might catch them
Dividing the Blame.
they Keep up their rapid flight for
and beat them.
A little girl in Brooklyn was dis 1,000 or 2,000 miles at a stretch with- Charity begins at home and usualNevertheless, when
these slave covered by her mother engaged in a out apparently tiring, Evldence ha3
ly stays there.
children have reached the age of 14 spirited personal encounter with an-- been collected recently which shows
or 15, they .usually do run away and other little girl of her own age. Both that the bluethroat flies from central
Happiness is the occasional delirium start in business of some kind for
Kiioweu signs or tne en- Africa to the shores of the North sea,
of life's fitful fever.
themselves. And this is precisely why counter.
a distance of 1,600 miles, in less than
the, "padroni" prefer to purchase boys
The mother took her daughter into 3. day and a night, and making it,
To make the Flying Dutchman you
Then cut a piece of tin in the shape
Conscience is the still voice tha who are not over 9 or 10, and who may the house, and talked to her regard- moreover, in one uninterrupted flight.
will need a clothespin, a
r
tells a man he is a liar.
be counted on for at least three or ing the awfulness of her conduct. The storks which spend their sum- broom handle an inch longpiece of of No. 4, with two holes
an
and
an
of
inch
apart.
piece
This
Is for
four years of obedient service.
Of "Don't you know such conduct is mers in Austria-Hungarand their old tin can.
the wings. Then put the wings on
Society aska not who is your spon course the supply has to be kept up by wrong?" asked the mother.
was winters in India and Central Africa
"It
Drive a nail into a piece of broom the body part (No. 5) and wind a
sor, but who Is your tailor.
constant fresh Importations, and some Satan that urged you to fight."
ire also marvelous travelers and handle (after it han been whittled piece of cord around the piece
of
thousands of luckless youngsters have
"Well," .said the little girl, "maybe make their journeys twice a year in down to look like Figure No. 3) so
The epotist looks upon death as been delivered annually on this side ho to'.d me - to pull her hmr, but 1 unbroken flight each time. From that it can move easily. Then drive broom handle, next pulling: it off ran-idlWhile pulling it off lower the
of the water, destined for such serviY?rely the initiation fee to Paradise
thought of kicking her shins all by Budapest, In Hungary, to Lahore, in two small nails about
of hand and the wings will fly rapidly.
tude, 'or a lona time oast.
myself."--"'orra-- i's
Home Comnanlon. india, is about 2,400 miles in an air an inch apart in the top, as In No. 5. through
the air.
WITH THE SAGES.
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Grasped the Opportunity.
Tess "Mr. Saphead gave you a
cam'era for your birthday, didn't he?"
Jess "Yes, and we took It with us
on our stroll through the country yesterday. Oh, what do you think? He
proposed to me actually flopped
"
down on his knees and
Tess "What did you say?"
Jess "Why, I said: 'Look pleasant, please,' and I do hope the picture
will turn out well."

Where the Bub Comes In.
Untraveled Youth "I believe I will
go to Florida next week. What is the
fare?"
Traveler Elder "Young man, if you
had enough to pay your board after
you got there, you wouldn't ask about
such a trifling incidental as the railroad fare." New York Weekly.

If yon cannot procure Sandholra s Ecz
Lotion and iwrtdrurf Care tram your druk'smt
or barber, write Hauidoolra Drug Co., 27 Mansend
hattan Blü., Des Moinss, Iowa, they will
It express prepaid. It eures when all doctors
salYes and ointments
Internal medicines,
fail. Free booklet lor too anking. Describe
your dUeww and 8jclal directions will be furnished. Koaema, Pimples, Acne, Old sores, Riug
W orm, Blood Poison. Blac k Heads, Insect Bitos.
DandrufI, Scalp Trouble, Falling Hair, Nervous
Trouble. It never lalls. Lotion, l; Soap, 26c.

Rather Too Thick for Tea.
"What is the complaint
here?"
basin) "Taste
Orderly (offering
that, sir."
Officer (tasting) "Well, I think it's
excellent soup."
Orderly "Yes, sir; that's the trouble; they want to persuade us it'
tea." Glasgow Evening Times.
Officer

8he Found Out.
Polly Prise "I went' to a fortune
Easy to Guess.
"I have here an article on 'How to
teller to find out whom I was going
Manage a Wife,'" remarked a
to marry."
Some Good Shooting.
Dolly Wyse "So did I. And I found
man as he advanced to the
"Any good shooting on your farm?"
desk.
editor's
out."
of
farmer.
sportsman
a
a
asked
Dolly Prise "Oh, what fortune tell"You are unmarried, I believe," re"Splendid," replied the agriculturplied the editor.
did you consult?"
ist; "there's a canvasser man down er Dolly
"Yes; why?"
Wyse "Bradstreet"
in the clover meadow, a pedlar at tne
"Nothing; I merely thought so."
'house, a county board candidate out In
Nothing Strange.
the barn, and two tramps down In the
Going Out Just In Time.
Crabbe "I admit I was pretty
stackyard. Climb right up over the
"Goin' out, eh?" she sneered, after
lence, young man, load both barrels cranky yesterday. Did the girls say
their quarrel.
anything about it?"
and sail In."
"Yes," replied her husband, "I'm goWise "Oh, no."
Crabbe "Funny they didn't notice ing to congratulate Ned Pilklnton."
Knew One of Them.
"You're slow. The engagement was
"Of course, Mr. Sophmore, you are my behavior."
Wise "I don't suppose they saw announced six weeks ago."
familiar with all the great plays," re"Yes, but it was only broken off
marked Miss Kulcher. "Now, do you anything unusual about it."
yesterday."
consider Goldsmith's as clever as SherSets a Hard Pace.
idan's?"
His Annual Exhibit.
Jones "Smith seems to be a nice
Sophmore.
replied
"Goldsmith?"
Grayce "Is Ferdy going to exhibit
"He must belong to some minor col- fellow and yet you say he is unpopuat the horse show this year?"
lege. Why, there isn't another half lar in this neighborhood."
Gladys- -" Yes; he'll probably exhibit
Brown "Yes, he is. You see, he
back in the country that an touch
gets out and cleans the snow off his in his usual manner."
Sheridan of our 'Varsity."
Grayce "How's that?"
walk every morning, and the rest of
Gladys "Make an ass of himself.'
us have to do the same." Cleveland
A Break.
Louisville Courier-Journa"I couldn't help remarking, Mr. Leader.
Bull," said the girl who was forever
Another of Its Horrible Effects.
An Impression Overcome.
Ushlng for compliments, "what a nice
New Boarder I wonder what makes
Don't you sometimes think we are
confidential chat you were having with
all the people at this table so crusty?
Miss Kulcher. I fear you'll find me living too fast?"
Regular Boarder You would be
"No. I used to, but I soon cured that
dull by comparison."
"Not at all," replied Mr. Bull, "It Impression. I moved out to a suburb crusty too, if you'd had to endure as
will be a positive relief to talk to a and rode in to work every day on an much bacon as we have. Chicago
girl who is not clever that is er
accommodation train." Washington Tribune.
lovely weather, Isn't It?"
Star.
To Be Sure.
"I'd like to turn my wife's pug dog,
Cool.
Progress.
"Are you going to make a fuss
Reporter "Have you captured that my daughter's cat and my mother-in-law'- s
parrot all into one room and let
about a little thing like this?" asked thug yet?"
Detective "No, but we've got his 'em kill each other!"
the woman who was found shoplift"Ah, I see! Pet scheme of yours,
ing.
confession all prepared." Cleveland
eh."
"We are obliged to take action,' Leader.
answered the proprietor of the Cepart
The Dear Girls.
ment store.
Her Remembrance of Mother.
"Humph! You ought to be glad I m
"Jane seemed terribly affected when
Ethel "Papa, my teacher says I'm
Chadwick." Washingcor getting more like mamma every day." I told her her uncle was dead."
Mrs.
no
"Did you ever know Jane to be any
Star.
Papa "Well, you mustn't talk so
other way?"
much in school, dear."
i1
A Proverb Disproved.
"Weary."
IN ARREARS.
"Wot is It, Willy?"
buln'
gagr-abotime
old
"Dat
money ain't so."
"W'y ain't it?"
"W'y, if It wuz, yon an' med have
Rockyfellers fortune lookin like a
Chad wick autygraph, dat'a w'y!"
meek-lookin-

'

l.

ut

Don't Blame Him.
Flipperty "Why did you engage
that stenographer? She can't spell at
all."
Floppe "I know It, hut 1 dictated a
test letter to her in which I used the
word 'Christmas' several times and
never once did she write it 'Xmas.'
So I hired her at once."

How's Thla?

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
eaae of Catarrh Uiat cannot be cured by Baila
Catarrb Care.
CO., Toledo, O.
F. J. CHBKET
We, tbe undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
perfectly hontalm
10
bullere
reare,
and
thelsat
for
orable In all business tranaacllona and financially
able to carry out any otoliailuna made by bla nrw.

,
Mastín,
Waxnia-eRinnan
Wholesale DruKirlau, Toledo. O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken Internally, kciln
directly upon the blood and muooua aurfaceaof tue
free. Frica 79 cents par
Testimoníala sent
saiein. Sold
by all Drugs-lit- .
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pull for sonstlpstlon.

Seoret sine do not always have secret
coneequ&uuaa.

Don't you know that Defiance Starch
beine; absolutely superior to
any other, Is put up 1 ounces in package and sells at same price as
packages of other kinds?
The most difficult part of a drinking
sons; is the refrain.
besides
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If Ignóranos Is bliss, the fellow who
knows It all must be a fool.

Parkdale Tennis Club, Chicago, from ex-perience advises all young girls who havc
pains and sickness peculiar to their sex, to use
Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

A GUARANTEED CURE FOR P P11ÍS.
'
Itchlns, Blind, Bleeding or 'rotrodinf
drua-uTa-t
will refund money If PAZO OlNTMEM
Í4 days. 60c.
to
you
In
cure
to
talis

It's a sure sign that a man Is growing old when he begins to tell you he
feels as youn as he ever did.
ELITE SHINGLE ST A 1ST.
Ths best roof stain on the market.
Sample color boards to select from.
write us. The
Ask your dealer or Co.,
1621 ArapaMer.
Humphrey-Jone- s
Colo.
hoe St., Denver,

Hew many beautiful young girls develop into worn, listless and
hopeless women, simply because sufficient attention has not been paid
to their physical development. No woman is exempt from physical
weakness and periodic pain, and young girls just budding into womanhood should be carefully guided physically as well as morally.

-

Many a man who Is his own boss
would like to be working for aome

other fellow.

If you know of any young lady who is sick, and needs motherly
advice, ask her to write to Mrs. rinkham at Lynn, Mass., who will
give her advice free, from a source of knowledge which la unequalled in the country. Do not hesitate about stating detall
which one may not like to talk about, and which are essential
a full understanding of the case.

The V. M. Dept. of Asrrlcnltn
gives to SaUer's Oats its heartiest endorsement, fcalzer's New National Oats
yielded in 1904 from 150 to 300 bu. per
acre in 30 different States, and you, Mr.
Farmer, can beat this in 1905, if you will.

fr

Miss Hannah E. Mershon, Coliings

Rnalte rr F.minpr. above illustrated.
gives 80 bushels grain and four tons hay
besides per acre. It's wonderful. Salzer's
seeds are pedigree seeds, bred up through
careful selection to big yields.

wood, N. J., says :
"I thought I would write and tell you
that, by following your kind advice, I feel lika
a new person. I was always thin and delicate,
and so weak that I could hardly do anything.

Per Acre.
121 bu.
Paleer's Beardless Barley yielded
3O0 bu.
Balzer's Home Uuilder Corn...
80 bu.
Bpeltz and Macaroni Wheat....
60,000 lbs.
6alzer's Victoria Rape
160,000
lbs.
Baker's Teosirrte Fodder
Sailer's Billion Dollar Grass... 50,000 lbs.
1,000 bu.
Sailer's Pedigree Potatoes
Now such yields pay and you can have
them, Mr. Farmer, in 1905.
JSEND
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IOC IX STAMPS

Menstruation was irregular.
a hnt.fln nf vmir Vecetable Com
i
pound and began to feel better right away. I con- tinued its use, ana am now wen nu sirou, tum
menstruate reguiariy. 1 cannot say euuugii xui
what your medicine aia ior me.

and this Botice to the John A. Salter Seed
Co., La Crosse, Wis., and you will get
their big catalog and lots of farm seed

ampies

ira.

W. N. U.

Is often
A man's
tured by the suspicions of his
self-respe- ct

"
Díar Mrs. Pinkham: I feel it is my duty to
write and" tell you of the benefit I have derived from your advice andf

puncneigh-

bors.

the use of Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound. The rain,
in my back and womb have all left me, and my menstrual trouble is
corrected. I am very thankful for the good advice you gave me, and I
shall recommend jour medicine to all who suffer from female weakness.
Miss Faknib Kumpk, 1922 Chester St., Little Rock, Ark. (Dec. 16, 190O.
Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound will cure any
in the land who suffers from womb troubles, inflamma-

TEA

in erery package of SchUUng-'Booklet: How U stake Qood Tea.

Toman
tion of the ovaries, kidney troubles, nervous excitability nervous
prostration, and all forms of woman's special ills.
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forthwith prodoe
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"Five dollars," said the medium;
"thanks. Now a spirit wishes to
speak to you; a female spirit; would
"Er can
you like it materialized?"
you tell who it is?" "Certainly! It is
your mother-in-law"Lord.no. Here's
another five dollars. Don't!" Fort
Worth Record.

Denver Directory
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A $40 Saddle for
co.ix
$25
irme
For

"Don't make your nest of that,"
warned the first mouse.
"Why not?" queried the other, who
was busily tearing a piece of paper

t Unimn

--

'i

T

1

bits.

"That's a piece of Wagner's music
and it'll give you insomnia." Hous-tou

Post

He I owe a great del to that woman over there.
She Your mother?
He No. My landlady.

Emphasis on the "Man."
Time for Old Folks to Retire.
Malpractice.
"Well," he said during their quarmisthe old gentleman bawled
"Edith!"
awful
an
made
"I
Dr.
Cutts
direl, "I suppose you'll be wanting a
take when I diagnosed that man's from the head of the stairs, "you ask
vorce next."
your young man if he doesn't think
"Really," she replied, coldly, "I dont case as appendicitis."
operation
it's near bed time."
did
the
What
Dr.
Slash
necessary
in this
tsee why it should be
"Very well, pa," replied the dear
case. A woman doesn't need a divorce disclose?
Dr. Cutts That he didn't have a girl from the parlor; then, after a
unless she has been married to a
pause; "Jack says yes if you're sleepy,
cent Cleveland Leader.
man."
go to bed, by all means."
Judge.
Quick
to
Not
A Bas the Whistler.
Most Deadly of Insults.
Cholly It was the first time I'd
Ezygo "Here's a headline saying
actually
Fweddie
"That creature actually
you,
he
and
mind
"
Crabbe,
met
"'Man Stopped by Whistling Bullets.'
talking told me to mind my own business,
Grouch "Yes, and if I had my way called me a fool. Hadn't been
you know. y'k'now!"
about the fellow that works at the to him ten minutes, don't anyway?
Cholly "The impertinent wretch!"
he,
is
of
fellah
sort
What
heada
desk next to mine there'd be
"Positively Jasulting. Aa
awfully
Fweddie
he's
Well,
Pepprey
Miss
line some of these days, 'Man Stopped
if to insinuate, don't y'know, that I
slow, for one thing.
iWhistling by Bullets.' "
was in business!"
Man.
Leading
a
Not
Not In the Pugilistic Line.
One Mans Luck.
"I don't see," complained the
Bull Yes, Miss Lang mentioned to
Hyker "I played in great luck at
"why he is called the leading
ma last night that she knew you. By
the races today."
the way, I never knew before that man."
Pyker "So? Quit winner, eh?"
be?"
he
shouldn't
"Why
you were a pugilist.
Hyker "No, but a friend at the
"Because he has been following me
Cadley I a pugilist?
gave me a car ticket, so I didn't
Bull Yes; she told me you were a about ever since I joined the com- track
have to walk home." Chicago News.
pany."
"lightweight."
sou-brett-

The Only Way to Account for It.
Elsie "The richest girl In England
was married a few days ago to a poor
j young
man who has no title and has
)

no prospect of getting one."
gracious!
What
Maude "My
fright she must be!"

a

You Can't Always Tell.
'It's pretty safe bet that any

a short
ofer

nly

Not Suitable Material.

to

woman

who doesn't guth over a pretty baby
is a confirmed old maid."
"Not always. She may be a mother
who has a baby she thinks is prettier."

algnatnratOsT

and1

theit absolute genuineness.
$5000 abosa tnstimftiilalli waUb will proveVeUa
Fiukusun Med. th, Lyum. Haaa

bootless for a man to have an
aim In life unless he has the ammunition to back it up.

It

.

How Hrs. Pinkham Helped,
Fannie Kumpe.

Schilling's Best is in packages; never comes out of a
bin or canister.

By No Means.

fib,

.

Henry It may seem like presumption for me to pass upon your conduct;
but Balaam was rebuked by his ass,
you know. Furson Yes; and every
donkey thinks he may follow suit.

Proof Positive.
I must have been unusuyesterday.
Why do you think so?
I found
a receipted bill
tailor in my pocket this
Chicago News.
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For Infants and Children.
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Hardware

REPAIRS of rvery known make
of stove, furnace or ratiKe. íeo. A.
Lawrence, Denver. Fhoix
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Sour Stotnach.Diarrhoea
Worms ,Convulsions,Feverish-ncs- s
find Loss OF SLEEP.
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BROWN PALACE HOTEL
European pInn, $1.50 and npwartl.
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Thirty Years
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Soques
ally drunk
Hoques
Soques
from my
morning.

Her Mistake.
him if he dared to Kiss
me he'd be sorry for it."
Bella "And was he?"
Nell "No. I was the only one who
was sorry sorry I told hirn."

Can't Touch Them.
tlilliner "Why, madam, my prices
are not high!"
Lady "Possibly not, but unfortudye. One 10c packaoe colors
nately as I am a bit short, tUey are roior more eoods brlahlm and (asier colors than an, o'her
papaus. V.riie lor'lree booklet How to Dye.
out of my reach." Detroit Free Press. Ask dealer or we will send post paid ai iuc a

&
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ASSAY OFFICE
Samples by mallo
express will recein e prompt and careful atlen! krs
Bulüon
6o!d
Slim

Established in Colorado,lS6S,

I
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Willfully Misunderstood.
"I bought a couple o' dozen champagne glasses for my husband today,"
began the talkative Mrs. Nuritch.
Knox.
Mrs.
replied
"Indeed?"
"W7here is your husband's saloon located?" Philadelphia Press.
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J. "W. Walls, Superintendent of Streets
Ky.,
jf Lebanon,
says:
"Mv nightly rest was broken, owing
I
to irregularities of the Kidneys.
uTered intensely from severe pains
in the small of my back and through
the kidneys and was annoyed by painful passages of abnormal secretions.
Doctors failed to relieve me. I began
taking Doan's Kidney Pills and I experienced quick and lasting relief.
(Doan's Kidney Pills will prove a bless-in- g
to all sufferers from kidney disorders who will give them a fair trial."
"

...

'

OVER

Co., Buffalo,

Foster-Mllbur- n

N. Y.,

proprietors. For sale by all druggliU.
jrioe 50 cents per box.

SEA LATEST WASHINGTON NEWS AND

Smaller Number and Better Quality cf
Immigrants. Increase in Number of Females and Decrease in Males.
Immigration to the United States decreased materially during the last fiscal year, and it is a notable fact that
.the moral, intellectual and physical
qualifications of the immigrants ad
mitted to this country during the past
;year are higher than ever heretofore
have been chronicled. These are two
.salient features of the annual report
of FYank P. Sargent, commissioner
general of immigration.
During the past fiscal year 821,870
fallens arrived in th United States, of
.whom 549,100 were males and 263,770
females, an Increase in females, aa
compared with last year, of 1&,870 and
,a decrease in males 364,046. Of thetc-tal number 3,953 could read but not
write; 168,909 could neither rwad nor
write, and it 1 presumed the remain-der, 640,014,
could both read and
.write; 95,575 brought with them $50 or
more eacn, ana oui.aau Drougns eacn
Uess than ?50. The total amount of
money shown to officers by theso
aliens was $20,894,383, or $4,776,,
760 more than was brought by the 857,- 046 arrivals of the last year.
At the various seaports 7,994 aliens
.were excluded during the year, 4,79
paupers, 1,670 diseased, 35 convicts
and 1,501 contract laborers.
"It is Interesting," says Commissioner Sargent, "as bearing on the in,
creasing attempts on the part of con-- Í
tractors in this country to evade the
alien contract labor law, to note that
despite the diminution of immigration
there was an increase of 415 in the
number rejected as alien contract laborers. This Is a much larger number
than ever before has been refused admission to the United States for this
cause in any one fiscal yeer.'
Of the aggregate steerage Immigration, 767,933 came from Europe, 26.118
from Asia and 18,751 from all other
countries. The greatest number of im,
migrants, 193,296, came from Italy, a
decrease of 37,376 from 'last year;
y,
while 177,156 came from
a decrease of 28,855; 145,141
from Russia; 46,380 from Germany, an
increase of 6,294; 98,626 from England, an increase of 12,407; 36,142
from Ireland, an increase of 832;
from Sweden, a decrease of 18,265;
23,808 from Norway, a decrease of
653; 11,343 from Greece, a decrease of
2,747; and 11,092 from Scotland, an increase of 4,994.
j

i

.

i

Increase of Pneumonia.
Pneumonia Is the one prolific cause
of death which is steadily increasing
In our country the number of its victreatment of contims. The open-ai- r
sumption reduced deaths from that
cause from 245 per 100,000 in 1890 to
190 in 1900. In the same period diphtreatment, lost
theria, under
just half of Its deadlinese. Typhoid,
dlarrhoeal diseases, even parlysis, declined in virulence. But pneumonia In
the whole country grew from nine to
ten per cent, of all causes of death In
the ten years; and in the "area of registration" it now stands first among
the causes of death, surpassing even
consumption.
anti-toxi-

I

DISFIGURING

'People Looked at
Pronounced
Now Clear a
God for

ULCER

Her in Amazement
incurable Face
Ever Thanks
Cutlcura.

Mrs. P. Hackett, of 400 Van Buren
St., Brooklyn, N. Y., says: "I wish
to give thanks for the marvelous cure
of my mother by Cutlcura. She had

a severe ulcer, which physicians had
pronounced incurable. It was a terrible disfigurement, and people would
stand in amazement and look after
her. After there was no hope from
doctors she began using Cutlcura
Soap, Ointment, and Pills, and now,
thank God, she is completely cured,
and her face is as smooth and clear
as ever."
A young man in Denver gave his
best girl a pair of gloves on Christmas
and on New Year's Day she reciprocated by giving him the mitten.

INSTITUTION.
It is unusual that a single institution in a
city of 8,000 people will overshadow in
portance every other interest, but such is
the American School of
I the case wita
Osteopathy, and A. T. Still Infirmary at
Kirks villa, Mo.
A stranger in Kirksville Is immediately
impressed with the idea that the town is
sustained by this institution, in fact,!
Kirksville has been made what it is
by Dr. Still and his famous School and
Infirmary. It is the largest patronized unendowed institution of its Kind in the
United States.
Dr. Still's school enrolls over 700 students,
yearly and each student is required to
tend four terms of five months each before'
completing the course of study. There are
g
over 2.000 praduates and they are
in every state and territory oi the
s
of the states
Union. About
have passed special laws legalizing the
A GREAT

CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS

IMMIGRATION

812,-87-

Austrc-Hun-gar-

27,-76- 3

PROVES GR AT POWER
When Regular Medical Treatment
Faiied, Dr. Williams' Pink Pills
Cured Her Rheumatism.

Hundreds of people afflicted with rheumatism have spent years under the care
of excellent physicians in vain. Then
they have settled down to the conviction
that it is fastened on them for life. Mrs.
Dinsmore was not willing to join the
ranks of the hopeless merely because her
doctor did not know how to help her.
Here is her story :
" Four years ago I suffered greatly
with rheumatism in my hands and
knees. After I had been sitting a while
my limbs seemed so heavy I could hardly
walk on the first attempt. So long as I
kept moving I was all right, bnt just as
science.
soon as I stopped, something seemed to
This school teaches every branch taught,
in medical colleges sxcept "drugs" and; settle in my knees and make them ache.
My hands were so bad I couldn't touch
osteopathy ii substituted for that.
is the teaching in anatomy that, the palms of them on a flat surface; they
over one hundred human bodies are diswore swollen, and pained so,"
sected yearly by the students.
"Did you call in a physician?"
At the Infirmary, patients from every,
" I doctored steadily for over a year ;
part of the country and with almost every;
form of disease are constantly under treatone doctor said : ' You have taken
then
ment. For the past fifteen years almost
strong enough to kill almost
medicine
to
every train coming
Kirksville has
anything.' Still, it did not kill me nor
broutrht some new sufferer honing to find re
lief by the science of Osteopathy. By the the rheumatism."
thousands who have loft the institution
JIow, then, did yon get rid of it?"
benefited by the treatment, the science has
MH different times I had read in varibeen heralded to the world as a safe and'
rational method of cure. Several years ago ous publications about Dr. Williams'
a free clinic was established in connection wonderful Pink Pills for Pale People,
with the practice department of the school
and this is still in operation. Hundreds of and I filially decided to try them. I took
the worthy poor, who are unable to pay for them steadily for four months in actreatment, are treated every afternoon by cordance with the directions. Bv that
the senior students free of charge.
rima T wnQ nnmnli.ti.lv fMirarl "
" Have you been free from it ever
Timre ' no virtue In the one-da- y
sprint that requires the seven-da- y
since?"
snooa.
" Since then I have had but one slight
of my trouble, and a box or two of
return
say
extra
the
of
dealers
Hundreds
the same pills made me all right again."
quantity and superior quality of DeMrs. F. A. Dinsmore lives in hearty
fiance Starch is fast taking place of
all other brands. Others say they canenjoyment of her recovered health at
any
not sell
other starch.
Woburn, Mass., entirely freed from the
Somehow one's plain duty is usually grave anxieties that rheumatism always
too plain to be attractive.
brings. When it appears in but a single
joint it shows that the blood is in a faulty
to keep a
It is easier
dog- in the house than it la to
state in the whole body. It may at any
keep the wolf from the door.
moment break out elsewhere, and one of
"Do you belong to the Adams famthe dangers is that it may break out in
ily?"
"Yea,
one of the collateral
the heart and then the result must be
branches dates back to Adam and fatal.
The only security is to keep the
Eve."
blood all the time in a perfectly sound
The fact that mimic is written In condition.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills make healthy
bars shouldn't influence the temperance advocate against concerts.
blood. All other relief is superficial.
This is thorough. These pills are sold
Mm, Window Soothing Syrup.
by all druggists.
For children tethtuir, aofteiia the punn, reduces fn

j

prac-ticin-

two-third-

fr

Hammatiua, allay pala, cures wlud eolio,

toe

a buttle.

Back in Chicago they say it's a wise
child that knows Its own stepfather.

31

Pirn's Cure tor Consumption is an infallible
medicine for coughs and colds. K. W. Samuei
Ocean Grove, N. J., Feb. 17, 1000.
The rooters are always content to
let the other fellows do the digging.
Dealers say that as soon as a customer tries Defiance Starch it is impossible to sel! them any other cold
water starch. It can be used cold 01
boiled.

JurlKe thinks that the house divided
against itself oug:ht to take a tumble.

TEA
j
4

What is wealth to home
happiness?
Take a little more time
for tea!

0

A floating debt is a poor thing to
keep a man's head above water.

Storekeepers report that the extra
quantity, together with the superior
quality of Defiance Starch makes it
next to impossible to sell any other
brand.
"Why doesn't that young doctor eat
his lunches at the restaurant?" "Because he's out of practice."

TEA
tastes good and makes one
feel good besides.
Schilling's Best is the tea.
Your ffrwer returns jour money
tfclnkso.

if

Senator Dubois, who has been active against polygamy, has introduced
an amendment to the statehood bill
which reserves to Congress the right
to legislate on the subject of polygamy
The
and polygamous cohabitation.
amendment provides that Congress
may take action if the two states, to
be admitted if the pending bill becomes a law, should fail to enact effective legislation.
A prominent member of the ways
and means committee of the House
said to the Associated Press that the
poll which the leaders of the House
had conducted of the Republican members on the question of tariff revision
showed that ninety per cent, of the
members who had been approached
were against revision. All of the
leaders of the House, except Representative Payne, chairman of the ways
and means committee, who is laid up
with rheumatism, and Representative
Tavney are against revision.
Director of the Mint Roberts states
that coinage machinery for the Denver
mint, which has been on exhibition at
the World's Fair, St. Louis, is being
packed for shipment to Denver. Additional machinery which is being built
art Philadelphia will be shipped in time
to havft it installed and ready for operation July 1st, when the institution
will be opened as a coinage mint. It
Is expected by Director Roberts that
legislation will be enacted during this
session of Congress authorizing the
secretary of the treasury to direct coinage of nickels and pennies at western
mints as well as at Philadelphia, the
only place where they are now coined.
In this event the product of the Denver mint will be these denominations
and also subsidiary silver and gold
coins.

Representative Howell of Utah has
introduced a bill to provide for the
manner of opening for settlement and
entry the lands in the Uintah reservation. Representative Howell's bill is
worded in practically the same language as was Incorporated in the acts
opening to settlement certain portions
of the Rosebud reservation in Gregory
county, South Dakota, and Devil's
lake, in North Dakota. The original
proposition as to opening of the Uintah reservation contemplated a general rush for the desirable lands, similar to that which occurred when Oklahoma was opened to settlement. The
plan now proposed is registration,
'after drawing under supervision of the
officials of the general land office. Said
Commissioner Richards: "Experience
teaches us the best results to all concerned are thus obtained."
Senator Heyburn has introduced a
bill for the relief of entrymen on lands
proposed to be irrigated under the reclamation act, and who are unable to
cultivate the same and to provide
means of support, pending the building
oi irrigation works. The bill recites
that qualified entrymen who have
heretofore or shall hereafter make
bona fide entry upon lands to be irrigated under the reclamation act may,
'upon application and a showing that
water is not available for irrigating
.said lands, obtain leave of absence
from their entries for a period not to
exceed six months, during any one
iyear, until water for irrigation is
turned into the main canals on the
,lands to be irrigated. A similar measure has been Introduced in the House
by Representative Mondell, but is applicable only to entrymen in Wyoming.
The Senate committee on forest reservations made a favorable report
upon the House bill to transfer the
control of the forest reserves from the
Interior Department to the Departs
ment of Agriculture, but amended the
bill materially, so as to protect mining
interests upon lands within the reserves. The amended bill provides
that rights of way for construction and
maintenance of dams, reservoirs, water plants, ditches and canals across
reservations for mining purposes and
for milling and reducing ores are
granted citizens of the United States
and shall not be abridged by inclusion
of mineral lands in forest reserves.
The amended bill also modifies the authority conferred on the secretary of
agriculture and retains in the control
of the secretary of the Interior execution of laws affecting surveys, entries,
relinquishment and' patenting of lands
within reserves.
By a stroke of his pen Postmaster
General Wynne has transferred to his
supervision the battalion of postofllce
inspectors who have, since 1891, been
under the control of the fourth assist
ant postmaster general, the latter
method having been put In practice
when Major Estes G. Rathbone was
chief Inspector and was at the same
time made fourth assistant postmaster
general. The order has created a
great deal of surprise because General
Bristow, the present fourth assistant
postmaster general, is the man who
has been complimented by the President for his handling of the Inspection
force during the great postofflce scandal. The real reason for the change is
that most big Investigations are ordered directly by the postmaster general and in order to make them effective he wants his information at first
hand instead of being filtered through
a subordinate department.
The House Indian committee favorably reported Mondell's bill for opening the Shoshone Indian reservation
in Wyoming. The bill for the opening
of this reserve passed the Senate and
House at the last session but failed
when the conference report came up
for approval in the House, and parliamentary requirements made it necessary to introduce a new bill at this
session The bill as reported provides
for opening the reserve June 15, 1906,
and is Identical with the terms of the
agreement entered Into with the Shoshone Indians providing for cession
and purchase of their lands. A minority report on the bill will be made by
Fitzgerald of New
Representative
York, who opposed it last session and
who produced before the committee a
comprospectus of the
panies to show the committee that the
lands to be opened to settlement are
wonderfully rich in oil and minerals.
contains 1,400,000
The reservaion
.
aeree.
Belgc-Americ- an

you don't

"I like to see a man act natural.''
Well, I don't.
I hale to tee a mar
íuke a foul of himself."

Proposed Ship Subsidies.
Subventions of $5 per gross ton annually; subsidies for the carrying of
mails from Atlantic coast and Gulf of
Mexico ports to South and Central
America and Cuba, and from Pacific
coast ports to Japan, China, the Philippines, Mexico, Central America and
the Isthmus of Panama; a tonnage tax
on foreign vessels entering United
States ports; the creation of a naval
volunteer service, and the encouragement of apprentices on ships in foreign trade are provided for in a bill
agreed upon by the joint merchant
and marine commission, which submitted its report to Congress last
week.
The commission, composed of five
senators and five representatives, was
created during the last session of Congress in response to a recommendation by President Roosevelt in his an?
nual message December 7, 1903. An
exhaustive investigation was made by
the commission of the conditions of
the American merchant marine and
American commerce, with a view to
ascertaining the most feasible means
for their development. Hearings were
conducted during the year at nearly all
the important shipping and commercial centers of the United States.
The report deals at length with the
handicap upon American shipping created by the subsidies and bounties bestowed upon most of the merchant
fleets of foreign governments, which
is placed in the van of the lower first
cost of foreign ships and the lower
cost of maintenance of these ships,
due, in both cases, primarily, to lower
wages.
A table Is given showing that nearly
all of the foreign powers grant shipping subsidies.
France pays more
than $8,000,000, and eight other foreign governments more than $1,000,000
each for the encouragement of their
merchant marine.
As the first essential step In the rehabilitation of merchant shipping the
commission proposes to create a force
of naval volunteers, composed of the
best officers and men of American
fishing
merchant ships and deep-sevessels. Necessarily 6mall at first,
means for a healthy and sure expansion of the force is provided by the
payment of substantial retainers as an
inducement to enroll. It is understood
that officers and men shall receive
their seamen's pay, besides this retainer, during their period of actual
Instruction. The Navy Department
has asked for a reserve of 20,000 men
in the bills it has presented to Congress.
The reiiort quotes the commissioner
of navigation to show that not more
than 20,000 American citizens are included in the enrollment of employes
on all the American vessels on salt
water, which go out of sight of land
for any time during the year. Commenting on this lack of material for a
naval volunteer force the commission
says :
"Out of these 20,000 officers and men
f
would
probably not more than
be eligible for naval volunteer service. . . . It is therefore manifest
that shipowners must not only be encouraged to employ these naval volunteers, but encouraged to build more
ships to develop an increased naval
service, as well as to advance the interests of commerce.".
a
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r
1. 'I

Will Rush Gunnison Canal.
Fellows, in charge of the Gunnison irrigation project in Colorado,
states that he expects work to commence on construction of cuts and the
tunnel without further delay. The secretary of the interior has approved the
bonds of the contractors and accepted
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A COLD ON THE LUNGS THREATENS

TO BECOME SERIOUS.

Brings Speedy Relief.

Pe-ru--

Pal'
Mrs. II. E. Adams,
mettoClub, of New Orleans, La., writes
A PLAIN
On

from

TALK

Garfield Court, South Bend,

110

Ind., as follows:

a Plain Subject In Plain
Language.

The coming winter will cause at least
f
of the women to have catarrh,
colds, coughs, pneumonia or consumption. Thousands of women will lose
their lives and tens of thousands will
acquire some chronic ailKEEP
ment from which they
PERU N A will never recover.
Unless you take the
IN THE
necessary precautions, the
HOUSE.
chances are that you (who
Imhmmm
read this) will be one of the unfortunate ones. Little or no risk need be
run if Peruna is kept in the house and
at the first appearance of any symptom
of catarrh taken as directed on the
bottle.
Peruna is a safeguard, a preventative,
a specific, a cure for all cases of ca tarrh,
acute and chronic, coughs, colds, consumption, etc.
For free medical advice, address Dr.
S. If. nartraan, President of The Hart-ma- n
Sanitarium, Columbus, Ohio.
one-hal-

You may whitewash a man's character, but you can't wuBh It white.

TEA

one-hal-

A. L.

Or

FROM CATARRH

SUFFERED

" an pleased to endorse Peruna, a$
I took it about a year ago and It soon
brought m relief from a cold on my
lungs which threatened to be. serious,
"The lungs were sore and inflamed,
coughed a couple of hours every night,
and I felt that something must be done
before my lungs became affected.
""Peruna was suggested by some of
my friends who had used it, and acting
upon their advice I tried it and founl
that it was able to bring about a speedy
cure. You have my highest endorsement and thanks for the good it did me."
Sounding the Praises of Peruna.
Mrs. Frances Wilson, 33 Nelson St,
Clinton, Mass., writes:
"Had you seen me at the time of my
illness and now, you would not wonder
that I take delight in sounding the
praises of Peruna.
"My ailment was a severe cold which
attacked the bronchial tubes and lungs,
' followed your special directions
and after using six buttles of Peruna, f
was on my feet again, I think Peruna-wonderful medicina. "

t

Jones Your cousin doesn't wear hei
hair aa Ions as your sister, does sheT'
Weaver No. I think not; wears It only
in the daytime. I understand.
If you don't get the biggest and bef
it's your own fault. Defiance StarcJJ-Ifor sale everywhere and there
positively nothing to equal it in qual
ity or quantity.
i

Did you ever hear of a
nervous Englishman ?
They drink more tea than
ve do, six to one.

Kvery boat has a prow, but It doesn't
feel proud of it.

TEA

The lesB a man has to say the greater Is his reputation for wisdom.

Every housekeeper should know
that If they will buy Defiance Cold
Water Starch for laundry use they
will save not only time, because It
never sticks to the iron, but because
each package contains 16 oz. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
pound packStarches are put up In
ages, and the price is the same, 13
cents. Then again because Defiance
Starch Is free from all injurious chemicals. If your grocer tries to sell you
a
package it is because he has
a Btock on hand which be wishes to
dispose of before be puts In Defiance.
He knows that Defiance Starch has
printed on every package in large letters and figures "16 ozs." Demand Defiance and save much time and money
and the annoyance of the iron sticking. Defiance never sticks.

Several large air
their contracts.
compressors and other heavy machinery will be purchased in Denver for
the tunnel work. The contractors have
plans ready to commence on excavating the cut leading to the tunnel and
will begin this work immediately. The
open cut will be half a mile long. The
tunnel will be 30,000 feet in length
and carry 1,300 cubic feet of water
per second. After emerging from the
tunnel the water will be conveyed by
100 miles of canals and laterals and
distributed upon 425,000 acres of land.
Mr. Fellows will take up the proposed
project for irrigating 60,000 acres of
land by diverting the waters of the
Grand river to the high line ditch,
north of Grand Junction. Preliminary
who was born great may
surveys have been made and the pro- notThedieman
that way.
ject found feasible. If a water users'
association can be formed, so that all
EMTE SHI1VGI.E STAIN.
The best root stain on the market.
of the water diverted will be used, Sample
color boards to select from.
the reclamation service will proceed Ask your dealer or write
us.
The
Mer. Co., 1621 Arapawith the project, the estimated cost Humphrey-Jone- s

Her tea marks the woman ;
but so does her coffee; and
she marks both.
Your grower retiirm your money If you doDT
like Srbllllng'iBeib

The fellow who doesn't like veal ha
no business to play the prodigal son.

12-o-

of which is

are known hy whet they heve
Krown. f or imir A century uiey
have been the standard liaven't
failed once to produce bigger, better cnie than any others. Sold
by all dealers,
luos Heed An.
Dual free to all applicants.
D. M.

hoe bt., Denver, Colo.

$ 1,500,000.

hs

Issued a reThe census bureau
port on the condition of irrigation in
the United States in 1902, showing

ferí 6
10,000andPlants
farms are

The bill collector's work may not
be very pleasant, but It has to be dun.
TO CURE A COLD IX ONE DAY

3,415

tnan any unn m
.Hatters
There in reason for tnta,
' AmoHiia. oeetis
We owu over 6,(X0 acre Tor the pn
Auction of our warranira acue.
i ortier to inauee jou to iry mum,
rmaue you me lonowut uuprv

Grande.

Testimony Intended to prove that
the Mormon code of morals is of the
highest type and to refute the word of
witnesses who have declared the contrary to be true was offered by counsel
for Senator Smott on the 11th Inst. W.
J. McConnell, formerly a United
States senator from Idaho and twice
governor of his state, and Representative Burton L. Ffench, a member of
the present Congress and
for another term, were the day's witnesses. Both witnesses denied many
statements directed against the Mormon church and its alleged interference In political affairs. Former Governor McConnell said that the Gentile
members of the Idaho Legislature
have not as high morals as the Mormon members and that If It were not
for questions of geography and knowledge of legislative needs the Interests of the state would be better
served by an entire Mormon

-

offer

x

TEA

$2,-71-

tE&nted

M.trA

Lftzutlve Uromu Qutulne Tablet. All drlifrsystems, with 59,311 miles Tftlce reruud
the mouey It it falls to cure. . W.
attfnaiure la on earh box. 'c.
of main canals and ditches, were irri SIxMi
gating 9,487,077 acres on 134,036.
Some automobiles
are called runfarms. The amount expended In con- abouts
and others should be known as
structing all these systems was
stopabouts.
The average construction cost
per acre in the arid region was $89.14,
and average per irrigation system
The report says that the great
obstacle to the development of irrigaLet it be neither weak nor
tion in Texas and New Mexico is the
present treaty between Mexico and strong, at least good, if posthis country, which prohibits the impounding of the waters of the Rio sible fine, and brewed by one

that

FERRY A CO.,
Detroit, Mich.
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of brilliant
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ohii-Aowereaml lots anti lotnof
vetíftablea, together with our great 1'
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JOHN A.SAIZER SEED CO,
La Crosse, Wis.
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who knows how.
Howard E. Burton,

MEXICAN

Mustang Liniment
cares Sprains and Strains.

Anavr

and 'herniate
Mieclrren Dricen, Rold. silver. lead. H
BlU'er, 76c ; Bold IM'. ,
ui
fvnu, Cyanide tents. Mulling
envelopes and-fulT'tce list sent on application, v'ontriu
ana umpire worn
nirea.
ieo'ivi'ie.
Reference Carbonate National Bank.
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When Answering Advertisements
Kindly Mention This Paper.

BEGGS' CHERRY COUGH
SYRUP cures coughs

and colds
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Jesueita Quintana de Archa
X Arch
uUta de Arroyo Seco, y la que por
as ultimas cineo semanas ea ha lia
Doíia

DE JAOS

ÑEVISTA

LA

SvEGzrico.

1ST

liado en el lecho del dolor víctima
da una euferHitídnd exterior, se ha
COMERCIANTES en General.
Ofrece al publico, un completo y variado surtido de comestibles
lla ya bastante aliviada. EU ee ha efectos secos de la mejor calidad y a precios baratísimos.
lla en casa de doña Emiliana Luna
Zapatos, camisas, lanillas y todo el surtido en ropas y artefactos de
(frecemos a los recidentes del Valle de la Costilla y sus contornos el me
tajo la atendoncia médica del doc-to- a agricultur, ofrezco a precios que no necesitan comprarlos en Taos. y jor y mas barato surtido del Valle, Unto en abarrote como en efectos seco.
Háganme una visita y quedaran satisfechos.
Cook.
Tenemos un completo surtido de Zapatos y sombreros de hombre como tan? .

TemPoraaa

EL REMEDIO DE CHAMBER
LAIN PARA LA 103 ES EL
urrl
MEJOR HECHO
4

........

A..B, TRUJILLO.

W)

cío inviorno

ovrlableineula

EN mi opiniou el remedio de Cham

Todo comunicado enviado para iWUa berlains parala tos es el mejor hecho
clou debe Car acompañado dri numbrt y para resfríos, dice Cora Walker de
para piibl te mln
direcelo del enerllor-n- o
Potterviile Califomja, no hay duba
luo como una evidenciada buena fe.
de pue sea el mrjor, ningún
tocante
para
publicar
Debido a' falta de esiiacln
otro puede curar un reiíiio tan pron
por entero (oda lai noticia, da ewini'iitmi
obltuarloaroironaeiiiHjiinUHi recibía,
ta ni t n te. Ningún otro preventivo tan
talón iiutida puf entero nola

bien para muchachos.
Por dinero en mano ofrecemos vender maBbarato, que ninguno de nues
tros competidores
IndianillaB, lanillas, camisas, camisetas. Zpstos,"genero8 de punto ropa
hecha, etc, todo a precios como nunca vistos en Costilla,
Grande y completo surtido de Juguetes y dulces para Navidad.
efectos del pais,
T
1.N ue!1,ro 'cma es v'v'r y dejar vivir

IIARROYO SECO N, M.
Carnicería Nueva

.."1-0-

de Ih

;r-el-

Costilla,,

Mex.-&-

-- Comerciante en Arroyo Seco N,

PRECIOS DE 8Ü8CHICION.

til"

Bern al & Rivera

Tf(UJILLO

)

EDITOR.

Por ao auo..
Pnr Rtl
oraoeiitaa lottm
Clon deberá pagan

TAOS

!TMtMWTTi'iTff:''

o JlllTISTEVnll.AOIlMSOI.
A "FT iTr!C3TT) A, en la casa de doña Luisa Branch
RrEST
eulle del pueblo.

seguro para la pneumonia. Ningún
i
Otrece al público de Taos un completo y fresco surtido de toda clase de
otro es tan agrabadle y salvo para
Bieuelou dala ocurreucla.
carnee, cotao de res, carnero, marrano, chorizos, pollos y gallinas de la tierra
ornarse. Esta son buenas rasoues
Vayan a protejerla, eon sus compras: Buen trato v limpieza.
' N. MEXICO.
porpue debían ser prcteribas a ning
BLACK LAKE,
LOCAL Y PERSONAL uiiMS otras. L verdad es pue pocas
TAOS, N. M.
SANTISTEVAN & ADAMSON.
Muestro apreeiablo guscritor' señor personas están satifechas con ningti
Este importante establecimiento situado en el centro del cami
A ni Uní A
Manuel E Viil de Valdez visitó na ctra después de hader usabo este
rlphan Hnv
HMiiÍa uwauu
IVO bVMMVIVV
U4V.1I
l UUI larrllrrrtrT
wilivvnv) nnr
i'vra viy v.
3
la plaza el Lunes último
á
Colfax,
lemedio.
y
que
rumbo
vayan
los
pasar
virjeros
todos
viandantes
fin
Wagon Mound, Sj.ringer. y vice - versa, los que vengan para Ta- DE venta por todos los Boticsrios
El sábado pasad ) dejo de existir
f 'i os, ofrece al público, el mejor surtido de Abarrotes freSCOS.
en su residencia de los Luceros, El hon Ramón Sanchez, Tesorero
efectos secos, utensilios de viaje, ferretería, ro-p- a
t
don Teófilo Martinez, tras una pe. de coiidado, visitó la plaza el sába
hecha, etc, etcnosa enfermedad que desde tiempo do pasado, dispuesto para entregar
toda
Compran a mejor precio que ningún otro comerciante
del
jífSj
efectos
pals.
y
cueros
de
pieles,
padecía y a la edad de 65 años.
clase
suleas,
su oficina á su predecesor, hon JoESTABLECIDA EN EL BLOCK BARRON
S3
No dejen de visitar este establecimiento, cuando nagan viaje
todavía
sé
noes
Medina
M
quien
y
PLAZA PARQUE
Yo le presente con un?, dotella de
i (a al sur del territorio v lo miBmo cuando vngan en Taos:
Be Suplica la proteoón de los amigo y paisanos
ChamberlainsBalsamo para dolores taba listo para recibirla motivo á
fianza.
su
aplicado
y después be unas cnantas
TRATA A TODOS COMO AMIOOS.
I

41,

otra manera

Oe

Severino Martinez Co.

uarauna Imple

Pi

-

Nueva Cantina

V

V

w

V

hi

lí

Tomas Hartt y Antonio Eomero.

-

SE

nes ella decidió puc era el mas adm
irad'e aliviador de dolor pue ella ha
d'a prolabo, en verdad ella nmica'es
ta sin el ahora, y esta en todos tiem
pos capaz de andar' una aplicación
ocasional del Bálsamo de dolor le
puita el dolor del cual ella antes era
molestada.
De venta por rociólo Boticarios.

El LuueB último entró á formar
parte como cajero principal del un
portante comercio, 13oud Cusdorf
Me Carty Co, de esta plaza, el bien recomendable y caballeroso, don
Donaciauo Cprdova, uno de loa maa
expertos y euérjieos cajeros que ti
ene Taos, y quien entró, á suplicas
por parte de esta importante Corporación.

SQUIRE

11 A KIT,

JIL

Se sirve y vende los licores uios tinos del mercado, lo ujimiiu vinos

Avieo ea por éstas dado que habiendo sido yo nombrada administradora del Estado de bienes de
José Bernabé García (finado) residente de Arroyo Seco, condado
de Taos, N. M., el día 2 de Enero
1004:, por la Hon. Córte de Pruebas, por éstas doy aviso que todos
los acreedores que tengan reclamos
en contra ó favor de dicho Estado, los presentaráu eu el término
regular de la Córte que sera el
primer Lúnes de Marzo 1Ü05Los que deban al Estado también las presentarán áutes de dicha féeha.
Firmado hoy 5 de Enero 1005.
Lucinda M. de García,
Administradora.
Arroyo Seco, N. M.

geros y del país.
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RANCHOS DE TAOS N, M.

1st.

Pub. Jan'y

701.

"Por Dinero Al Contado"

Propietarios.

BARRON BLOCK TAOS MN EX.

Tarjetas Profesionales.

LUSK.

B,

Mraaamtiw

J. N. VIGIL.
Comerciante en efectos secos

Lawyer

M,

i

BiL ARES etc.
Colación libre para los parroquianos

Hartt y Eomero

SIÍVKIUNOMAHTINKZ & CO. Black L2te.lN.

extrai

t

Queremos niurha venta, aun que nuestras ganancias sean pequeras.
Tenemos el mfjor y mas grande mrtido te fffctos en el condado
COMPRAMOS EN CANTIDADES GRANDES Descontando to
das nuestras facturas y por tal razón vendemos mas barato que nu
estros competidores.

abarróles

El inmenso numero de Marchantes que diariamente nos visitan en
uestro establecimiento, es una prueba de losíprecios módicos, y el buen
rato que reciben

Prompt atttntion to all buslnes
Pueden ahorrar todos los vecino.
intrusted to my care.
recidentes de Rio Chiquito, (Talpa)
el viaje y dinero comprando a mi AGENTES DE LOS FAMOSOS
TAOS N, M.
tienda.
Tengotodo el tiempo, todo el sur
3",
2Dr
completo er efectos secos y ce
tido
Anuncia que ha abierto su fofiii
mestibles
que doy tan barato come
na para la practica de medicina y
tiendas de Taos.
mejores
)iiirugía en la casa de Pon Nerlo en las
Compro, cueros, y saleas y pre
Gómez, al norte de la plaza.
del pais.
ductos
N
México
Taos

CARROS Y CARRUAJES DE

Studebaker Bros

O COOK.

Co.

RamonlSancliez.
Peñasco, New Méx.

- - - -

Km Todos Los Ramos
&
N
pjptyggwrggggigg EK38
y abarrote de lujo y
secos
da efectos
RESFRIO.
TOS
de uso corriente.
Talpa N Méx.
Ferretería,
Zapatos,
Trajes,
JESUS M. SANTISTEVAN Prop'r
Ropas,
Todo resfrio y tos y pulmonía, que
ha
a
TTWTTTTWTTWTWWW
TTWXVVi
precios
todo
te,
etc,
Quincayería
son curables, son prontamente curaOFFICE !'J FutELO ST. TAOS.N.M.
latos, y que no necesitan ir en Taos. dos, por Oue jjinute Cough Cure
FARE: one way, $3. 00 Round Trip, $5. 00. and carries Expresses.
coneccion. To- quita la flema echa fuera toda inflama
Carries Express and Baggage. Daily except Sundays.
S9
licore ) vino, clon y deja en perfecta condición to
da clase de WUkys,
Hotel every day at 6. oo A. M. Arrives at S. rvilleta at
Leaves
partes ofendidas es agradable
das
importados, los mas anejos.
to. oo A, M. leaves Servilleta after the arrival of the train from the
allomarla de venta por.
Compra productos del pais.
'Still doing business at the same
O. Muller
A.
will wait for passengers Cbm the South if notified to that effect
North,
la
En
Cantina
famosa
de
RANCHOS PETAOS N, M EX
'
Taos N Méx. old stand"
one day in advance.
Prices low as ever;
suscri-tor- ,
se vende
,3 Arrives at Taos, about 8. 30 P. M.
apreeiable amigo y

Comerciante

J

r

cantina en

m

)s

IiHEIl9

Bailor

Joan Andres chaves de

la plaza con ne
Arroyo Seco.visitó
8e hallan los mejores Whiskies desde
como Juez de
socios de su fianza
HASTA $5,00
últimas elecciones
Paz electo en las
el Galon.
vísi-t- a

$2,00

la
el jueves. U agradecemos
oficina.
que hizo á nuestra

VINOS a - - - 5 t. 50.
" Importados $ 4,00

'"

Mr B

C Pooler y su señora

espo-adofi- a

Maelobia, partirán et lunes
de Col
para Van Ilonten, condado
nueva
resi
bu
fax ea donde harán
dencia por algún tiemp

ñ

EI Galon.

CERVEZA SLITZA
25 CTS LA BOTELLA

T. P. MARTIN,
Medico y Cirujano,
Examinador para pensiones de

los

Estados Unidos.
Taos, Nuevo Mexico.

A

0- -

$0

P

en
Podemos ahorrarles dinero
en
que el que puedan hallar

.

.

.

t.a parte.

de Lana
Efectos
Knaguas de enora de

Cuerpos de seda y lana,

. . .

un

pOSO

a d

PUBLICO

CTalos,3de

,'La Revista'.

Afeita riza y corta el pelo al es
tilo Europeo, con gran esmero y
y tifie el pelo al color natuial
que se desea.

A. BEUTLER.

TAOS, N: M.

un peso a veinte pesos.
Felipe
y
en la plaza.
de
Zatos
surtido
Kl mejor
carros.
Ferretería y madera para
abarrotes-siemp- re
en mano.
Manufacturero de toda clase de jo
surtido grande y fresco dd
granos, cueros y
por
tiempos,
todo,
en
Pernos el precio mas alto
yas de i iliukana dc oro plata
KFlilTO UKIXIUOH T 4 l HIOSIIA.
en cnsa
a convencerse de ello
Hace toda clase de prendas a la me
dida y gusto. Vengan a ver nuestro
surtido lomprtD o no.

Quefacion $end to

W. E.

Guttman

COLORADO STATE COLLEGE
OF BUSINESS
Soported by the State established
3898 known as;
Pupils over 16 years old taken:
Departments: English Preparatory;
Business; shorthand; Typewriting;
Scientific; Salesmanship
and cleik
ship; Telegraphy; Advertising and
Employment Bureu Free to Pupila.
College Building,

Pine Street

Trinidad, Colorado.
BOARD AND ROOM AT COST.
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Iako CURE thb LUfJCS
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Price
EOc&SI.OO
Frea Trial.

Surest and ttuickeat Cure for all

THROAT and LTJN3 XltOUB- or mOSImx EACX.

13,

Co.

Arroyo Seco,

N. M.

Ofrecercios a los recidexitea

d.o

un gra,n suirticíQ de ropa.

PRIMAVERA.
Iteclblmog todas laa emana,
nuevo, aurtldoa o afeotoa se- -'
cea T abarrota. Compramo
cuero
saleas y efaoto del

MT
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SANCHEZ
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isi tamos

CO.

pal.

Bueno
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AR1ÍOYO SECO, N. M.

TRINIDAD BUSINESS COLLEGE

i

P. M. DO LAN.

Sanchez &

ARROYO SECO,
and
Vestidos, Indianillas, Zapatos etc. para la estación de INVIERNO Y

Anderson.

xLunax.

eí'vLu

Hack Line,

v

Prtsident of the

DdlUblla Taos, New Mexico.

NOVEDADTODO NUEVO YíDE LA ULTIMA
uujur valor
cada compra, y darle

For Beautiful Art Souvenir, Catalogqa

NOTARIO
Porrioríi de A Betltler- -

-

de $2 a $6 el Galon.
VIAOS
de $1.25 a $4.50 el Galon.
Efectos enbotellados
en Proporción.

PA0HE6O,

Ofrece de nuevo, a sus nmeross
amigos y parroquianos sus servicios
M
i
como Barbero, supuesto que de nue
y uias grande linea de efectos de OTO- meior
o
h rWa ver .u
vo La establecido una nueva bar
en el Valle de Taos, vengan a la bien .cono,
bería en el legar que antes estaba
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Ofrecemos a los recidentes de Arroyo Hondo y sus contornos
un gra
surtido en ropa de todas clases, que acabamos de recibir para la
estación d
ó
Otoño Jnvierno,
TODO DE ULTIMA NOVEDAD.

Completo surtido do Zapat03
Cuerpos de seda y lana
Tápalos, enaguas, trajes para caballeros, señoras y
señoritas.
Ferretería, qulucallena, estufas, guarniciones, madera, prendas,
.juguetes
etc, etc.
Gran surtido de abarrotes frescos, que recibimos todas las
semanas.
Compramos cueros, saieas, y toda clase de efectos del país.
Por dinero en mano, vendemos mas barato oue ningún otro comerriüri
te en nuestros contornos.

JULIAN A MABTINE2 & CO.
ARROYO HONDO.

